This is the official program for the December 2022 Commencement at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. It includes the names of students who have applied to graduate. Please note that participation in a commencement ceremony does not guarantee degree conferral. Degrees are conferred (granted) only when all requirements have been met and the final grades for a student’s final semester have been computed. Degrees are conferred and diplomas mailed during a 10-week period following the end of each semester.
Tuesday, December 20, 2022

4:00 PM

Student and Dignitary Processional ......................................................... UNLV Jazz Ensemble
with Master of Ceremony Francisco Menendez

Opening Remarks ................................................................................ Provost Christopher L. Heavey

Presentation of Colors ........................................................................ UNLV Air Force & Army ROTC Honor Guards
Field Drummer Kevin Johnson

National Anthem .................................................................................. Karol Avila, mezzo-soprano
The Star-Spangled Banner accompanied by David Loeb, piano

UNLV Alma Mater ................................................................................. UNLV Choral Ensemble and UNLV Symphony Orchestra
Joseph Svendsen and Thomas G. Leslie, Musical Directors

President’s Message .............................................................................. President Keith E. Whitfield

Greetings ................................................................................................ Nevada System of Higher Education

Recognition of Outstanding Graduates ................................................ President Whitfield

Student Commencement Speaker ......................................................... Ryder Raymond Hankins

Class Profile ........................................................................................ Provost Heavey

Conferring of Degrees .......................................................................... President Whitfield

Readers .................................................................................................. UNLV Faculty
Jaime Carbajal, Joe Ervin, Ann McDonough, Gail Sammons, Jacob Thompson

Turning of the Tassels ........................................................................ President Whitfield

Concluding Remarks ........................................................................... President Whitfield

Recessional .......................................................................................... UNLV Fight Song

Class Songs ..........................................................................................
My Head, My Heart by Eva Max
Levitating by Dua Lipa
Why the Bright Stars Glow by Valerie June
Happy & Sad by Kacey Musgraves
Younger Me by Brothers Osborne

Grand Marshal ...................................................................................... Satish C. Bhatnagar
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS

Since its first classes were held in the 1950s, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) has undergone an amazing transformation, from a dusty outpost on the south edge of town to a thriving urban research institution. Along the way, thanks to its innovative frontier spirit, UNLV has kept pace with one of the country’s fastest-growing and most enterprising cities.

The university’s origins were humble. In 1951, when the post-war boom had swollen the Las Vegas valley’s population to more than 50,000, the University of Nevada, Reno established an extension program here. Twenty-eight students began meeting for classes in the dressing rooms of Las Vegas High School’s auditorium. In 1954, the Nevada Board of Regents founded the Southern Regional Division of the University of Nevada, popularly known as Nevada Southern. Twenty-nine students accepted degrees at the university’s first commencement in 1964.

In 1969, with the Board of Regents’ approval, the university adopted its current name, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. By the following year, as Las Vegas’ metropolitan population reached 275,000, UNLV enrolled more than 5,500 students.

Over the next several decades, UNLV continued this heady rate of development — erecting more than 100 buildings, developing dozens of graduate programs, creating partnerships with the community, fielding nationally ranked sports teams, founding an alumni association, promoting scholarship, establishing a fundraising foundation, and recruiting diverse and talented students from across the country. UNLV has come a long way from the high school dressing rooms that once served as its classrooms. Thanks to the dedication of faculty and staff members, students, generous donors, and Las Vegas residents, the university has much to celebrate, especially at Commencement.

ACADEMIC DRESS

The academic caps, gowns, and hoods that make the procession so colorful are part of an 800-year tradition. Academic clothing was first worn in medieval universities like Cambridge, Oxford, Paris, and Bologna. The gowns and hoods served a practical purpose in the days of unheated classrooms. The European custom was carried to America with the establishment of our own colleges and universities. In 1895 an academic code of dress was adopted, and the standards of a robe, hood, and cap were accepted by most of the colleges and universities in the United States. Different types of gowns may be distinguished in the academic procession. The bachelor’s gowns have long, pointed sleeves; the master’s gowns have oblong sleeves with an arc cut away in the front. The doctoral gowns are faced with velvet and have bell-shaped sleeves with three bars of velvet.

The Oxford cap, the so-called mortarboard, has a long tassel fastened to the middle of the top that is worn hanging over the right front of the cap. Upon graduation, the tassel is moved from right to left. The hood, draped from the shoulder, denotes by its length and colors the field of study and the institution that conferred the degree.

UNIVERSITY MACE

The university mace, which has its traditions deeply rooted in history, is carried on ceremonial occasions at the head of the academic procession by the Grand Marshal, whose symbolic duty is the protection of the university, its persons, and its processes.

The mace, a long club with a ball of iron, steel, or brass at one end, was used in warfare as late as the sixteenth century. The use of the mace as an instrument of ceremony, however, began about the year 1250 in England and France. The mace is still used widely today in university ceremonies like commencements and inaugurations.

The UNLV mace, cast by UNLV art professor emeritus Michael McCollum in 1970, was created using the lost wax process. Erik Gronborg’s design for the cubical head of the mace included facets depicting the university seal, a rendering of the Statue of Liberty, a likeness of Renaissance scholar Leonardo da Vinci, and a shelf of books flanked by artists’ brushes.

The mace bearer for the December 19 ceremony is Sara Jordan, professor in the Couple and Family Therapy program, and the mace bearer for the December 20 ceremony is Satish C. Bhatnagar, professor in the department of Mathematical Sciences.

DISTINGUISHED NEVADAN AWARD

The Distinguished Nevadan Award is conferred by the Board of Regents of the Nevada System of Higher Education to recognize prominent individuals who are present or former residents of the State of Nevada. The award is presented for significant achievements that contribute to the cultural, economic, scientific, or social advancement of Nevada and its people and for exceptional service to the state or nation that has influenced constructively the well-being of society. The recipient receives an engraved medallion and a special certificate.
PRESIDENT’S MEDAL
The President’s Medal was first conferred in 1996 on Governor Kenny Guinn. The recipients are selected by the university president to recognize individuals who have provided very special and distinguished service to the university. An engraved medallion and special certificate are presented to each honoree.

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR AWARD
Several years ago, the university approved a process for selecting an exceptional faculty member to hold the title of Distinguished Professor. This award is given only after very serious consideration of a highly select group of university faculty. Nominees must have demonstrated extraordinary qualities both as teachers and scholars and must have achieved national and international recognition in their fields of study.

OUTSTANDING GRADUATES
UNLV has a long-standing tradition of honoring graduating students who have made a special mark during their time at the university. Undergraduate and graduate students are selected for the honor after a semester-long nomination process. Those students highlighted during Commencement are chosen based on such factors as academic achievement, community outreach, research and creative work, and their ability to overcome adversity.

PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION
The Presidential Medallion is the official insignia of the university president and is worn at Commencement and other ceremonies. UNLV’s Presidential Medallion was given to the university by the Consolidated Students of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas in 1973. The medallion depicts the official seal of the State of Nevada in sterling silver; Links of the chain are engraved with the names of university presidents and their terms of office, symbolizing the continuity of responsibility in the office.

HONOR SOCIETY MEDALLIONS
Students who have been initiated into UNLV’s chapter of Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society may wear a bronze medallion hung on a blue ribbon. Each year Chapter 100 at UNLV invites to membership the top 10 percent of graduate students and undergraduate seniors in their college class and the top 7.5 percent of the junior class in all academic disciplines.

The Golden Key National Honor Society is open to juniors and seniors of all academic disciplines who have earned a 3.30 grade point average or higher. Golden Key is also open to graduate students in the top 15 percent of their class. Students in this honor society wear a gold medallion on a blue and gold cord.

Many disciplines have honor societies specific to their fields. Members wear their cords, pins, or medallions at Commencement.

RONALD E. MCNAIR SCHOLARS MEDALLION
The Ronald E. McNair Scholars Medallion is awarded to graduating seniors who have completed the UNLV McNair Scholars Program, in recognition of their dedication to scholarly pursuits and their already considerable research accomplishments.

CENTENNIAL MEDALLION
The Nevada Centennial Medallion is presented annually to the graduating senior earning the highest four-year scholastic average at UNLV. A total of 101 medallions were presented to the university by the Rotary Club of Las Vegas at the time of the state’s centennial celebration in 1964.

GRADUATION WITH HONORS
Summa cum laude, magna cum laude, and cum laude are the designations for students graduating with a baccalaureate degree who have earned 60 credits at UNLV and have a grade point average that places them in the top 10 percent of students graduating from their college.

Summa cum laude is bestowed on students who are in the top 1 percent of their college graduating class. Magna cum laude is bestowed on graduating students who are in the top 2 percent to 5 percent, and cum laude is bestowed on graduating students in the top 6 percent to 10 percent. The Honors College has different criteria for awarding honors.

The designations in the commencement program take into account both earned credits and credits in progress. Students should be aware that a final determination of honors eligibility is made after all courses are completed and final grades received. The designation that appears on a student’s diploma and transcript is the accurate and final designation.
HONORS COLLEGE FALL 2022 MEDALLION RECIPIENTS

Ola M. Alwazani, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Giovanni Edwin Baltazar-Hernandez, University Honors
Giada Olivia Barney, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Natnael Solomon Basazinew, Magna Cum Laude, Research & Creative Honors
Kasee Lanie Bourne, Cum Laude, University Honors and Research & Creative Honors
Joycelene Mangoba Bumagat, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Jacob Michael Caldwell, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Finn Mendelssohn Caoile, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Ingrid Chen, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
QiQi Chen, Cum Laude, University Honors
Fatoumata Bintou Coulibaly, Cum Laude, University Honors
Marielle Anne Cuenca, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Sherlyn Dahilig, University Honors
Justin James Delaney, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Joseph Valle DePew, Cum Laude, University Honors
Franquoise Dae Ebora Duenas, Cum Laude, University Honors
Tracy Fuentes, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors and Research & Creative Honors
Isaura Valeria Garcia, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Ryder Raymond Hankins, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Daniela Itzel Hernandez, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Nicolas Kosanovic, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Louise Lansang, University Honors
Mercedes Le, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Kahyun Lee, University Honors
Sharon Yuechi Louie, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Azeem Mahmood Majid, University Honors
Justin Martin, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Katherine L. Moattar, Cum Laude, University Honors
Kristine Bernadette U. Monsada, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Jilian Lauren Morejon, Cum Laude, University Honors
Drew Daneil Nemeth, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors and Research & Creative Honors
Courtney Marguerite Fu Wei Parkinson, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors and Research & Creative Honors
Keane Roger Cueto Pimentel, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Maryam Syeda Qazi, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Cynthia Jui Cheung, University Honors
Christian Alain Quintana Gras, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Miranda Elena Ramirez, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Khadija M. Rashidally, Cum Laude, University Honors
Sarah A. Rivera, Cum Laude, University Honors
Kaycee Marcelino Sadsad, Cum Laude, University Honors
Nickholas Jordan Samano, Cum Laude, University Honors
Sudipti Sharma, Cum Laude, University Honors
Rebecca Dyan Smith, University Honors
Sydney C. Stoddard, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Miah Una Strellnauer, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Ashlee Kathy Tovar, University Honors
Ava Raquel Trompeter, University Honors
Efren Vega, Cum Laude, University Honors
Savanna Jade Verry, University Honors

GRADUATE COLLEGE SUMMER AND FALL 2022 MEDALLION RECIPIENTS

Elena Angelkova
Beatriz E. Flores
James E. Green
Michelle Nicola Indig Janeo
Maria D. Ramos Gonzalez
Joy Rebecca Valle
Anne Jinky B. Villacastin
Graduate College

Doctor of Philosophy
Fortino Acosta, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Cyndy Anang, Special Education
Kendra L. Antill, Special Education
Cristian D. Arteaga Sanchez, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Jan Michael Ballesteros, Sociology
Nicole Martha Baldwin, Chemistry
Drew William Barkoff, Geoscience
Megan Leigh Becker Wright, Psychology
James Martin Bristow, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Oswaldo Cisneros-Merino, Computer Science
Robert David Cochrane, Interdisciplinary Health Sciences
Brooke Dena Conway Kleven, Public Health
Lee Doernte, Interdisciplinary Health Sciences
Joshua W. Donnelly, Criminology and Criminal Justice
Amelia Fuqua, Special Education
Elena O. Gavrilova, Clinical Psychology
Negasi Niguse Gebremichael, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Kasra C. Ghaharian, Hospitality Administration
Kimberly Gonzalez, Mechanical Engineering
Raelynn Frazier Grasso, Educational Psychology
Blake F. Hament, Mechanical Engineering
Scotia Hammond, Special Education
Wenjia Han, Hospitality Administration
Chin Chai Huan, Geoscience
Neiufi Iongi, Public Affairs
Jennifer John, Psychology
Devin K. Kelly, Interdisciplinary Health Sciences
Cindy Xuan-Mai Kha, Biological Sciences
Josiah R. Kidwell, Sociology
Minji Kim, Hospitality Administration
Eric S. Koch, Mathematical Sciences
Sung Keun Koo, Mathematical Sciences
Alicia Lechtenberger, Hospitality Administration
Samuel Chong-Sun Lee, Hospitality Administration
Solbi Lee, Hospitality Administration
Rebecca Chahee Lim, Chemistry
Katherine Iolani Thornock Luebke, Radiochemistry
Jiawei Luo, Astronomy
Julia E. Maietta, Clinical Psychology
Heather Shalyn Monaghan, Criminology and Criminal Justice
Doris Smith Morgan Rueda, History
Pricella Meques Morris, Special Education
Ershad Mortazavian, Mechanical Engineering
Suzanne Renae Mulligan, Geoscience
Shrin Nasr Esfahani, Computer Science
Justin T. Neubauer, Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth Lynn Paige, Special Education
Trevor R. Pollom, Anthropology
Tressa Quayle, Nursing
Maria D. Ramos Gonzalez, Mechanical Engineering
Shannon Lee Richard, Nursing
Sayan Sakaharmi, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Michelle N. Samuel, Interdisciplinary Health Sciences
Mostafa Shams Esfand Abadi, Mathematical Sciences
Samantha N. Sherwood, Clinical Psychology
Hui-Ting Shih, Interdisciplinary Health Sciences
Megan Marie Shope, Clinical Psychology
Kimberly S. Stevens, Clinical Psychology
Maileen Gloriane Ulep, Anthropology
Anne Jinky B. Villacastin, Biological Sciences
Audrey M. Warren, Geoscience
Nancy Louise Webb, Learning and Technology
Tara Marie Naoe Taderan Wong Nerida, Public Health
Kayli H. Wrenn, Clinical Psychology
Tamara Julie Wynne, Biological Sciences
Gang Xu, Mathematical Sciences
Liheng Zhang, Hospitality Administration
Yihong Zhao, Mechanical Engineering

Doctor of Education
Jaymes Antonio Aimetti, Executive Educational Leadership
Andrea Michelle Connolly, Executive Educational Leadership
RoXanne Lynn James, Executive Educational Leadership
Leilani Irene Shive, Executive Educational Leadership

Doctor of Musical Arts
Oleksii Hamov, Performance
Jeahyun Jo, Performance
Walter Daniel White, Performance

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Myerann Royce Manaloto Mangalino, Doctor of Nursing Practice
Jennifer Christine Millet, Doctor of Nursing Practice
Joann L. Rupiper, Doctor of Nursing Practice

Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Christopher Hinrichs, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Lisa Sivak, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration

Master of Arts
Sara Sheina Advent, Journalism & Media Studies
Sandra Apfel Blakely, Urban Leadership
Patrice Marie-Bisbee Bonello, Communication Studies
Alexis Noel Brooks, English
Naomi Mae DeCoite Brown, Journalism & Media Studies
Keisha K. Carlton, Urban Leadership
Aliciah Carr, Anthropology
Annie Marie Davis, Journalism & Media Studies
Manuel de Jesus de Cespedes Molina, Anthropology
Alain DeSaix, Journalism & Media Studies
Haley Skye Dougherty, Anthropology
Camisha Doloris Fagan, Sociology
Anthony Marcel Galka, Economics
Marlena Terese Gatlin, Urban Leadership
Kamberly Florence Gnadt, Urban Leadership
Kaelyn R. Griffin, Clinical Psychology
Cecelia Elizabeth Hanley, Urban Leadership
Margaret M. Hausbeck, Urban Leadership
Mariah Marie Hickman, Journalism & Media Studies
Starlet Hunter, Urban Leadership
Elizabeth Isaac, English
Marlin J. Ivy, Urban Leadership
Michael John Javan, Urban Leadership
Kara Jones, Anthropology
Mason William Keeling, Urban Leadership
Sean Michael Kenny, Journalism & Media Studies
Skylar Lacy, Urban Leadership
Hergit Llenas, Hispanic Studies
Ashley Paige Lovell, Economics
Joseph Augusto Lozano, Urban Leadership
Paula A. Luna, Political Science
John Edward Magee, Economics
Alexandria Marie Martinez, Anthropology
Verena Mcfadden, Urban Leadership
Selene Maria Moreno, Political Science
Amanda L. Mraz, Clinical Psychology
Pshohi William Nassif, Economics
Cassidy Sierra Osborne-Butler, Urban Leadership
Yesica Placencia-Flores, Urban Leadership
Ashley Michelle Poston, Clinical Psychology
Brandon Ranuschio, Psychological and Brain Sciences
Michael Joseph Saladino, Urban Leadership
Jordyn Marib Sanders, Criminal Justice
Lindsay Elyse Seay, Urban Leadership
Rhiannon Nicole Soriano Smith, Psychological and Brain Sciences
Michelle N. Strong, Clinical Psychology
Bailey Maddison Way, Clinical Psychology
Maddison Sierra Westcott, Political Science
Autumn Rose Wyland, History

Master of Business Administration
Spencer E. Achiu, Business Administration
Aljenne Nicole Ambos, Business Administration
Noah Azlan, Business Administration
Kyle Joseph Basarich, Business Administration
Christian Bishop, Business Administration
Jose J. Bobadilla, Business Administration
Michael A. Bos, Business Administration
Abbey Elizabeth Burger, Business Administration
Shannon Marie Cain, Business Administration
Adam P. Calig, Business Administration
Alexander R. Calloway, Business Administration
Monica A. Chairez, Business Administration
Alexander Chan, Business Administration
April Chapman, Business Administration
Janet O. Cristobal, Business Administration
Adina Nicole Dalmeida, Business Administration
Meghan Elizabeth Fitzgibbons, Business Administration
Mike Allen Haeseker, Business Administration
Mackenzie Jones, Business Administration
Steven W. Junior II, Business Administration
Chandra Sekhar Kamineni, Business Administration
David Louis Kaminkow, Business Administration
Matthew Aaron Kaplan, Business Administration
Jonathan Kim, Business Administration
Craig Larkowski, Business Administration
Vanessa León, Business Administration
Yi Lin, Business Administration
Kira Lokhmatova, Business Administration
April J. Luna, Business Administration
Franchesta Marbury, Business Administration
Steven Mash, Business Administration
Chasen Tyler Mccormick, Business Administration
Christopher Joseph Melton, Business Administration
Stephanie Anne Mevius, Business Administration
Aaron Mihaljevich, Business Administration
William Lloyd Mullen, Business Administration
Edward James Nieves IV, Business Administration
Alexandra Nikolich, Business Administration
Shea Lynn Okamoto, Business Administration
Richard Allen Palenik II, Business Administration
Keith Thomas Robertson, Business Administration
Paul A. Russell, Business Administration
Jennifer Lynn Salgado, Business Administration
James Duncan Shorey Jr., Business Administration
Susil Sivaraman, Business Administration
Morgan Alexandra Starnes, Business Administration
Jill Tuley, Business Administration
Jennifer R. Turner, Business Administration
Joy Rebecca Valle, Business Administration
Karla Lorena Vazquez, Business Administration
Kevin Vock, Business Administration
Alexis Victoria Whitmire, Business Administration
Germain Hakan Williamson, Business Administration
Tyler Wistisen, Business Administration

Master of Education
Katherine Anne Abrego, Curriculum & Instruction
Ruben G. Alberts, Curriculum & Instruction
Sarah Ashley Alleman, Special Education
Leanne Alvarez, Special Education
Deborah E. Khalil Amato, Special Education
Karilee Ammons, Curriculum & Instruction
Rachel Marie Andrus, Special Education
Reynafe Naol Aniga, Special Education
Dakota Elaine Arabian, Curriculum & Instruction
Monica Arce, Curriculum & Instruction
Shehd K. Azzeh, Curriculum & Instruction
Sandra A. Bailey, Curriculum & Instruction
Lexus Chanise Barnes, Special Education
Tricia-anne M. Becker, Curriculum & Instruction
Samantha Tee Benesh, Special Education
Facundo Bentancourt, Higher Education
Anthony Boccia, Curriculum & Instruction
Emma Jo Brass, Curriculum & Instruction
Alexandra Isabel Candelario, Intercollegiate and Professional Sport Management
Carla Ora莉e Cano, Early Childhood Education
Victoria Andrea Carpenter, Curriculum & Instruction
Thomas L. Carter, Curriculum & Instruction
Stephanie Kuo Chen, Curriculum & Instruction
Karson Annalyss Chicvara, Curriculum & Instruction
Kezialh Chung, Special Education
Christine Katherine Claihorne, Early Childhood Education
Abigail Clarke, Early Childhood Education
Sandra Renee Clarke, Counselor Education
Meghan Taylor Copeland, Special Education
Maxine Cupp, Curriculum & Instruction
Mildred Dafinone, Curriculum & Instruction
Caeson Daniell, Curriculum & Instruction
Heather Danser, Curriculum & Instruction
Kristal Dana Espiritu Dauz, Early Childhood Education
Kayla Marie Davis, Special Education
Noee Heather Dorsey, Special Education
Carl I. Estean, Special Education
Bailey Alijah Evans, Higher Education
Tanner Michael Farish, Special Education
Kevin Paul Fischer, Special Education
Joellen Fletcher, Special Education
Sarah McKenzie Flood, Curriculum & Instruction
Andrew Balatian Flores, Curriculum & Instruction
Jimmie M. Flores, Curriculum & Instruction
Patricia Ford Jr., Curriculum & Instruction
Nermeen Ezzat Ghattas, Special Education
Brittany R. Gibson, Special Education
James E. Green, Special Education
Jossette Marie Griffin, Special Education
Dana Marie Griffo, Curriculum & Instruction
Kristi Leigh Hartz, Special Education
Jordan Leann Hayden, Special Education
Ashley Hoover, Special Education
Sarah Rose Huber, Special Education
Penelope M. Hyderkhah, Special Education
Lakissia Denee Jackson, Special Education
Monica J. Johnson, Curriculum & Instruction
Shelly Marie Johnson, Curriculum & Instruction
Letitia E. Johnston, Curriculum & Instruction
Mi Suk Kang, Early Childhood Education
Summaya Khan, Curriculum & Instruction
Valerie Tai Jing Kim, Early Childhood Education
Jasmin Cloe La Luz, Curriculum & Instruction
Talitha Marie La Putt, Higher Education
Michele Theresa LaFrance, Special Education
Shirley Moon Lao, Curriculum & Instruction
Giselle Leon, Early Childhood Education
Brianna Lester, Higher Education
Caroline Liendo, Curriculum & Instruction
Krystal Danielle Baterna Limalima, Curriculum & Instruction
Jazzmyne Lizarraga-Valle, Curriculum & Instruction
Londy Arlet Madrigal, Curriculum & Instruction
Bryan De Jesus Maldonado, Curriculum & Instruction
Steve Anthony Maravillo, Curriculum & Instruction
Roger Martinez, Curriculum & Instruction
Katherine A. Mcdonald, Special Education
Erik Mckay, Curriculum & Instruction
Frank Charles Brown Merrill, Special Education
Amy Susana Michel-Arce, Curriculum & Instruction
Caylyn Millard, Early Childhood Education
Marchelle R. Mitchell, Special Education
Lisa Marie Montalvao, Special Education
Niroshini Moodley, Higher Education
James Mori, Curriculum & Instruction
Jessica Mussio Marquez, Special Education
Alexandra Francesca Nedelcu, Curriculum & Instruction
Victoria Louise Nicholas, Curriculum & Instruction
Cayla Nikodemus, Curriculum & Instruction
Heather Ruth Nobles, Special Education
Erika Nunez, Early Childhood Education
Yuk Lun Oei, Early Childhood Education
Miguel Ortega, Special Education
Crecia Renee Page, Curriculum & Instruction
Nora Pantaleon, Special Education
Kylene Parkila, Special Education
Imani Nyla Patterson, Higher Education
Christopher Penkalski, Curriculum & Instruction
Tuia Marie Penkalski, Special Education
Hannah Marie Perdue, Curriculum & Instruction
Serena R. Perkins, Curriculum & Instruction
Dustin Matthew Perry, Curriculum & Instruction
Diana Kristine Peterson, Curriculum & Instruction
Kyndal N. Phillips, Curriculum & Instruction
Alyssa Mieko Jone'e Pigao, Special Education
Kelly L. Pockat, Special Education
Todd Odell Polk, Curriculum & Instruction
Cassandra C. Ramirez Barajas, Special Education
Alanna Leigh Rice, Curriculum & Instruction
Leticia Del Carmen Rodriguez, Special Education
Eduardo Rodriguez-Gonzalez, Curriculum & Instruction
Alexander Patrick Ross, Special Education
Madeline Grace Rowin, Curriculum & Instruction
Shawntiana Sanders, Curriculum & Instruction
Katherine Paula Scheid, Curriculum & Instruction
Kayla Shambaugh, Special Education
Alyssa Smith, Curriculum & Instruction
Amy Sorensen, Curriculum & Instruction
Carl Vinny Spotleson, Curriculum & Instruction
Steffi Yamileth Tobar, Curriculum & Instruction
Erik Alberto Torres, Curriculum & Instruction
Sarah Michelle Valerin, Early Childhood Education
Jessica Rose Vasquez, Special Education
Solang Vianna Fisher, Special Education
Shareen Ayumi Viernes, Curriculum & Instruction
Ashley Keandra Walker, Curriculum & Instruction
Deja Lynn Wargo-Cole, Curriculum & Instruction
Nicole Monica Weber, Special Education
Trevor Joseph Wichert, Curriculum & Instruction
Jazzlynn Sheree Wilkins, Special Education
JoAnn Arlie Williams, Curriculum & Instruction
Bethany Willis, Early Childhood Education
Dominique Akeiah Willis, Curriculum & Instruction
William E. Woods, Special Education
Leondrus Tramaine Wright, Curriculum & Instruction
Eliot Yang, Special Education
Jinyu Zhang, Special Education

Master of Fine Arts
Mir Arif, Creative Writing
Alyse Burnside, Creative Writing
Alycia Jacob Calvert, Creative Writing
Mohammed Jahama, Creative Writing
Jordon Christena Smith, Creative Writing

Master of Health Care Administration
Kristina Louise Eddy, Healthcare Administration
Kayla Hillegass, Healthcare Administration
Jheverly Ann Suyat Malaban, Healthcare Administration
Haniyeh Shariatmadari, Healthcare Administration
Elizabeth Marie Terry Ramirez, Healthcare Administration
Ashana Viswaruban, Healthcare Administration
Jocelynn Sarita Williams, Healthcare Administration

Master of Hospitality Administration
Ding Jie Ang, Hospitality Administration
Allen Jason Bennett, Hospitality Administration
Peini Chuah, Hospitality Administration
Ru Yu Chung, Hospitality Administration
Jeffrey Conley, Hospitality Administration
Jamell Dickerson, Hospitality Administration
Megan Hundemann, Hospitality Administration
Joy Kang Jia Mei, Hospitality Administration
Riley Jorden Platt, Hospitality Administration
Kia Hao Teo, Hospitality Administration
Gary Louis Fowler II, Music
David Seifert, Music

Master of Public Administration
Courtnee Joanne Alaniz, Public Administration
Elysheba Ruwth Anderson, Public Administration
Basma Zakaria Awada, Public Administration
Jason DeMaria, Public Administration
Cheickna Dembele, Public Administration
Juan Roberto Gonzalez Madera, Public Administration
Jewel Kuupi Gooden, Public Administration
Tyler Jarley, Public Administration
Connor J. Robinson, Public Administration
Gregory Owen York, Public Administration

Master of Public Health
Mohammad Hesam Alavi, Public Health
Jessie Castelan, Public Health
Rodolph Elie Dagher, Public Health
Edom W. Gelaw, Public Health
Nicolette Harmon, Public Health
Raychel S. Holbert, Public Health
Najia Danette Hudspeth, Public Health
Brittany Marie Klenczar, Public Health
Elij F. Kreutzer, Public Health
Averi Millet, Public Health
Heejin Mun, Public Health
Komal Sood, Public Health
Kristine K. Vasilevsky, Public Health

Master of Science
Charles Peter Abod, Astronomy
Judell Zania Alexander, Hotel Administration
Alison Anderson, Couple and Family Therapy
Elena Angelkova, Couple and Family Therapy
Seema Anwar, Couple and Family Therapy
Gilberto Jair Arteaga, Accounting
Andres Alonso Avalos, Accounting
Aravind Balasubramanian, Quantitative Finance
Shelby Nichole-Lee Baldwin, Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Mallory Robyn Laciste Bali, Hotel Administration
Irwin Bryan Barcenes, Hotel Administration
Sukhjot Benipal, Couple and Family Therapy
Chasen Michael Billon, Accounting
Kenza Bouarroudj, Hotel Administration
Darren Edward Bradway, Accounting
Lucy Branch, Accounting
Aaron Samuel Brodsky, Management Information Systems
Brendan Allen Brooks, Cybersecurity
Chester Patrick Bryant, Couple and Family Therapy
Andrew Harley Buffington, Cybersecurity
Yuqing Cai, Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Nathan Carey, Geoscience
Benjamin Conner Caspersen, Accounting
Javier Chavarria, Accounting
Jiao Cheng, Mathematical Sciences
Yik On Cheung, Accounting
Seul Yi Choi, Accounting
Savannah Crohn, Accounting
Kyra Dias Audino, Accounting
Joseph DeJoria, Hotel Administration
Rosa E. Diaz, Couple and Family Therapy
Eduardo Diaz-Santiago, Couple and Family Therapy
Peter Dimpfl, Health Physics
Meiyang Dong, Hotel Administration
Meiyang Dong, Management Information Systems
Kay Doxilly, Accounting
Lisa Ashley Duenas, Accounting
James Duncan, Geoscience
Celeste De Anda Ebron, Accounting
Elie Oseriahure Ehimare, Cybersecurity
Bryce William Fleischmann, Accounting
Beatriz E. Flores, Couple and Family Therapy
George Thomas Foskaris, Physics
Martin Tyler Gallegos, Accounting
Jaimi Alexandra Garlington, Hotel Administration
Hannah Rose Godfrey, Couple and Family Therapy
Matthew Ryan Gordin, Cybersecurity
Lauren Grant, Couple and Family Therapy
Hana O. Gutierrez, Couple and Family Therapy
Victoria Ngoc Diep Ha, Accounting
Jiaqi Han, Hotel Administration
Liangyu Hao, Hotel Administration
Jasmine J. Hardman-Tarvin-Pyles, Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kevin M. Heintz, Geoscience
Koeun Heo, Hotel Administration
Estefania Herrera Perez, Nutrition Sciences
Ryo Hongo, Accounting
Md Faruk Hossain, Mathematical Sciences
Chenzi Hu, Hotel Administration
Lauren Elizabeth Hunt, Couple and Family Therapy
Samantha Bobbi Iannuzzi, Applied Economics and Data Intelligence
Josselyn Ibarra, Couple and Family Therapy
Alec Michael Jacobs, Accounting
Michelle Nicole Indig Janeo, Couple and Family Therapy
Chuang Jiang, Accounting
Eric Jiang, Accounting
Zakaria Jibrin, Geoscience
Howard K. Kemple Jr., Management Information Systems
Madison R. Kesner, Accounting
Shivangi Khurania, Hotel Administration
Shivangi Khurania, Management Information Systems
Doo Hyun Kim, Cybersecurity
Jihyun Kim, Hotel Administration
Jihyun Kim, Management Information Systems
Jonathan Kim, Quantitative Finance
Kyle A. Kithas, Construction Management
Stash Alexander Kristovich, Accounting
Katelynn Halekulani Kayo Kubo, Nutrition Sciences
Craig Larkowski, Management Information Systems
Hyejeong Lee, Geoscience
Anthony Levesque, Quantitative Finance
Ruixue Li, Accounting
Yuanchi Li, Hotel Administration
Jessica Lin, Accounting
Yi Lin, Management Information Systems
Yun Lin, Accounting
Jiun Liu, Quantitative Finance
Yikang Lu, Management Information Systems
Yuhui Lu, Accounting
Yiman Luo, Hotel Administration
Adrienne J. Macabante, Accounting
Michael Stanley Madison, Data Analytics and Applied Economics
Bani Anamim Maita, Educational Psychology
Benjamin Andrew Mann, Accounting
Gerrel Markel March, Hotel Administration
Jacob Alexander McQueen, Accounting
Patryk Miszkowski, Quantitative Finance
Lauren Alexandra Morell, Hotel Administration
Sarah Moss, Cybersecurity
Dongphuong Nguyen, Hotel Administration
Mark Phuc Nguyen, Hotel Administration
Phuong Nguyen, Accounting
Tien Nguyen, Accounting
Nancy Nou, Biological Sciences
Stephanie Ochoa, Accounting
Evan William ONeal, Geoscience
Brandon Ortiz, Mechanical Engineering
Mikako Ozawa, Couple and Family Therapy
Ella Ozer, Couple and Family Therapy
Garret Hayes Pardee, Management Information Systems
Devin J. Peart, Health Physics
Diana Michelle Pedraza, Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Liberty Courtney Pfeffer, Couple and Family Therapy
Heather Phelps, Couple and Family Therapy
Alexa Gabrielle Pichardo, Couple and Family Therapy
Alexandra Pineiro, Hotel Administration
Roya Pirsoltan, Accounting
Nicole Marie Platt, Couple and Family Therapy
Zoey Plonka, Geoscience
Kevin Rafferty, Geoscience
Bhrad Ramazani, Aerospace Engineering
Paula Rasch, Accounting
Neha Raste, Electrical Engineering
Reginald J. Regala, Accounting
Andrew James Reid, Geoscience
Arlette Rodriguez-Nakata, Couple and Family Therapy
Arveen Angelu Dancel Roxas, Accounting
Thomas J. Scavuzzo, Accounting
Alexander Joseph Schumacher, Cybersecurity
Andrew Schwab, Cybersecurity
Brian Scott, Applied Economics and Data Intelligence
Cody Shakespeare, Astronomy
Joshua Michael Sieverding, Mathematical Sciences
Claudia Silva Rubio, Biological Sciences
Savannah R. Smith, Hotel Administration
Billy Dee Sorrells Jr., Data Analytics and Applied Economics
Maya Aurora Speece-Casillas, Accounting
Ashlyn Michelle Spreitzer, Accounting
India Starks, Couple and Family Therapy
Kenneth Stojak, Accounting
Jonathan Michael Streva, Accounting
Bradley Swagart, Educational Psychology
Yuxin Tao, Accounting
LaToya Jeanelle Thomas, Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Jacob Matthew Townsend, Couple and Family Therapy
Jessica Velasco, Management Information Systems
Gwendolyn Hope Verbeck, Mathematical Sciences
Ashley Lynn Vranes, Couple and Family Therapy
Lisa A. Waitley, Hotel Administration
Elizabeth White, Educational Psychology
Jazmyne M. Whitlow, Couple and Family Therapy
Ayden Wiederin, Accounting
Homer B. Wikins, Cybersecurity
Deneeca Cas Wittern, Couple and Family Therapy
Shuangyu Wu, Hotel Administration
Mojgan Yektamehr, Management Information Systems
Shu Zhang, Cybersecurity
Shu Zhang, Management Information Systems
Haocheng Zhou,Hotel Administration
Haocheng Zhou, Management Information Systems
Jiexi Zhu, Hotel Administration
Jiexi Zhu, Management Information Systems

Master of Science in Computer Science
Junyan Liang, Computer Science
Nicholas King Lower, Computer Science
Sreekar Reddy Rava, Computer Science
Paul Stanik III, Computer Science
Sabrina Z. Wallace, Computer Science

Master of Science in Engineering
Armani Dominic Alvarez, Electrical Engineering
Kevin R. Briggs, Mechanical Engineering
Michael I. Chang, Electrical Engineering
Dora Chiang, Mechanical Engineering
Bryan Esturado Cordon, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Westley T. Davis, Mechanical Engineering
Swapnil B. Godage, Mechanical Engineering
Dann Laurence Valdez Goze, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Kazi Shafayet Haider, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Kely Del Valle Marcano Garcia, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Damani Mitchell, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Rubaiya Mursheed, Mechanical Engineering
Taylor Dawn Judith Musarra, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Victor Manuel Quintanilla Jr., Mechanical Engineering
Rithesh Shivuni, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Seung Ho Song, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Daniel Jesus Valdes, Electrical Engineering

Master of Science in Kinesiology
Taylor Michel Diaz, Kinesiology
Alan Vladimir Garcia, Kinesiology
Clinton Robert Gardner, Kinesiology
Kyle Emery Petersen, Kinesiology
Elisa Rovere, Kinesiology

Master of Science in Nursing
Martha Michelle Arbolario, Nursing
Yobel Hagos Asefaw, Nursing
Jannel Leilani Banks, Nursing
Sara Bernal, Nursing
Michelle Brandt, Nursing
Kyrsten Breanne Brown, Nursing
Mayra Corona, Nursing
Rona Balicas Divinagracia, Nursing
Loretta Foley, Nursing
Trevor Nathaniel Gee, Nursing
Kylie Jordan Glisic, Nursing
Derek L. Griffith, Nursing
Patricia Ann Dela Cruz Guiao, Nursing
Rachel Paige Hall-Ulibarri, Nursing
Carissa Adrianna Hernandez, Nursing
Wendy Huynh, Nursing
Raquel Nicole Karagines, Nursing
Adrienne Marie Tabucon Lapid, Nursing
Sarah Marie Lugo, Nursing
Zyla Maliwanag, Nursing
Diana Marie Mangubat, Nursing
Melanie A. Manuel, Nursing
Brooke Gibbons Merrill, Nursing
Takyr A. Merritt, Nursing
Charlene Jo Alducente Nardo, Nursing
Anne Park, Nursing
Brooke Carmen Spence, Nursing
Kayla L. Sweeney, Nursing
Amanda Thomas, Nursing
Tara Lee Thompson, Nursing
Christina Marie Threet, Nursing
Michelle Lynn Willis, Nursing
Lacey Winkel, Nursing
Christopher Michael Woods, Nursing
Nicole Angelica Castro Zieba, Nursing

**Master of Social Work**
Stacy Elizabeth Bleser, Social Work
Lorenzo Antonio Mendez, Social Work
Michelle Marie Morales, Social Work
Kelli Anne Pizzoferrato, Social Work
Andre Proctor, Social Work
Gladys Iveth Santisteban, Social Work
Jasmyne Samone Thomas, Social Work
Teresa Ulring, Social Work
Angeline Marie Villanueva, Social Work

**Graduate Certificate**
Edward Alabanza, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner for FNP
Marilyn A. Alvarez, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner for FNP
Jackie Aragon, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner for FNP
Basma Zakaria Awada, Graduate Certificate in Nonprofit Management
Jan Ballesteros, Graduate Certificate in Social Science Methods
Jason Andrew Banales, Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Cobe Termaine Bryant, Graduate Certificate in College Sport Leadership
Omar A. Calderon, Graduate Certificate in Public Management
Stephanie Kuo Chen, Graduate Certificate in Online Teaching and Training
Rodolph Elie Dagher, Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Anna Brett Detken, Graduate Certificate in Higher Education
Daniel Doty, Graduate Certificate in Management Information Systems
Nicole M. Espinoza, Graduate Certificate in Higher Education
Anthony Marcel Galka, Graduate Certificate in Management Information Systems
Marlena Terese Gatlin, Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Kenoshia Jessica Deon Gee, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Addiction Studies
Alex Gil, Graduate Certificate in Nuclear Criticality Safety Engineering
Sierra Suzanne Gil, Post-Secondary Mathematics Education
Mary Hill, Graduate Certificate in Public Management
Jin H. Jung, Graduate Certificate in Management Information Systems
Jongyun Jung, Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Christian Joy Lewis, Graduate Certificate in Higher Education
Joseph Mckay, Graduate Certificate in Higher Education
Heather Ruth Nobles, Graduate Certificate in Special Education
Jayla Elyse Olson, Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Simeon Pak, Graduate Certificate in Leadership for Teachers and Professionals
Claire Parker, Graduate Certificate in Program Evaluation and Assessment
Kylene Parkila, Graduate Certificate in Early Childhood Special Education-Infancy
Yuliya Pearson, Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Troy Peiler, Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Nicole Marie Portillo-loveall, Graduate Certificate in Special Education
Cheryl Poulsten, Graduate Certificate in Special Education
Sandra Alicia Ramsey, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner for FNP
Eva G. Rodriguez-Saenz, Graduate Certificate in Public Management
Kody William Sampson, Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Grace Marie Samson, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner for FNP
Garrett Michael Santiago, Conditional Licensure Certificate for Secondary Teaching
Rebecca Anne Sequeira, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner for FNP
Chelynne Jessika Thalgott, Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Kevin Anthony To-Ong, Graduate Certificate in New Venture Management
Cecilia A. Turman, Graduate Certificate in Program Evaluation and Assessment
Maileen Gloriane Ulep, Graduate Certificate in Social Science Methods
Kristine K. Vasilevsky, Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Cassandra Jean Watson-Mihelcic, Graduate Certificate in Public Management
Natesse M. West Melendez, Graduate Certificate in Public Management
Saba Wube, Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Noah Jeffrey Yates, Graduate Certificate in Nuclear Criticality Safety Engineering
Michael Andrew Zbiegien, Graduate Certificate in Business Administration

**School of Dental Medicine**

**Doctor of Dental Medicine**
Hourdad Ebrahimi, Dentistry (Cum Laude)
Jeffrey R. McPherson, Dentistry
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Juris Doctor
Spencer E. Achiu, Law
Virginia Brooks, Law
Diana Collins, Law
Gary Ebersbach, Law
Laura Marie Gaudet, Law
Rachel Howard, Law
Joseph Patrick Lawrence, Law
Anne-Greyson Long, Law
Candace Athena Lorde, Law
Allison B. Mann, Law
Servando Martinez, Law
Francisco Javier Morales-Sanchez, Law
Kimberlie Nelson, Law
Anthony James Ruiz, Law
Michael Scheinman, Law
Travis C. Studdard, Law
Ethan M. Wallace, Law
Nicole Adriana Weis, Law
Alexis Victoria Whitmire, Law Highest Pro Bono Honors
Justin H. Williams, Law
Gader B. Wren, Law
Joseph William Yakubik, Law

Master of Laws
Josselin Hazel Aranda, Gaming Law and Regulation
Ksenia Byvaltseva, Gaming Law and Regulation
Riana Durrett, Gaming Law and Regulation
Lewis Daniel James Power, Gaming Law and Regulation
Alexy Joshua Price, Gaming Law and Regulation

Lee Business School

Bachelor of Arts
Zachary Willis Allen, Economics
Blake K. Arakaki, Economics (Magna Cum Laude)
Jared Bilberry, Economics
Charlotte S. Brisley, Economics
Christopher Bulus, Economics
Isaac J. Delph, Economics
Jake P. Espinoza, Economics
Elijah Cyril Fuchs, Economics (Cum Laude)
Jimmy Andrew Gamboa, Economics
Kevin Gustavo Garcia Martinez, Economics
Kai Leif Lange, Economics
Witawas Levesque, Economics
Jerold Atchazo Magana, Economics (Cum Laude)
Janelle Guadalupe Montejo, Economics
Layla Muhammad, Economics
Arturo Perez, Economics
Carol Pineda, Economics
Ryan Quintana, Economics
Bryce Ruggeroli, Economics
Milica Tasic, Economics
Summer Tran, Economics
Jack-Thomas Stephen Wold, Economics

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Christian I. Acosta, Accounting
Shantz Dylan Allen, Accounting
Tyler Masaru Allen, Entrepreneurship
Juan Carlos Alvarado, International Business
Orquidia Mackinzee Alvarez, Accounting & International Business
Kaila Ann Ambrosio, Management
Alexander Jon Amy, International Business
Jennifer Leanne Andrade, Marketing
Marian Cristina France Giner Aniceto, Accounting
Gerald Dean M. Arcangel, Marketing
Allison Rayann Arndt, International Business
Haigan Jeniffer Assoghlian, Accounting
Luis Avila, Accounting
Noah Clay Ayers, Management
Brian E. Baca, Management
Giovanni Edwin Baltazar-Hernandez, International Business, University Honors
Leslie Barba-Murillo, International Business (Magna Cum Laude)
Susan Victoria Barela, Entrepreneurship
Mitchell S. Bauder, Accounting
Narangua Dulamsuren Beatty, International Business
Shirali Behroz, Finance
Joseph James Bejarano, Management
Terrence Bentley, Management
Bailey Rose Bernardec, Marketing
Mohammad Bin Shahzad, Information Systems
Matthew George Bittar, Marketing
Nicholas Edward Blanc, Management
Karly Louise Blanchard, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Selena Renae Boquist, Accounting
Jacob Borosky, Accounting
Donavin G. Briscoe, Finance
Heather Olivia Britz, Accounting
Patrick James Browning II, Management
Kyle M. Broyard, Management
Cheri Burchfield, Finance
Lauren Hydar Burke, Management (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Jacob Michael Caldwell, International Business & Marketing
(Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Joshua Aaron Campbell, Marketing
Alexander Carabarri, Management
Dakota Joseph Carrier, Marketing
Montana Lynne Carter, Entrepreneurship
Nathan Evans Carter, International Business
Nicole Cassill, Marketing
Yesenia Castellanos, Marketing
Jamilyn Jasmine Castillo, Marketing
Brenda Marie Cedeno, Finance
Katherine Nicole Centeno, Finance
Isiah Anthony Chancellor, Marketing
Apoorva Singh Chauhan, Management (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Jazmin Grace Chavez, Finance
Nicole Sarai Chavez-Martinez, Accounting
Zhixing Chen, Management
Kimberly Ann Chiao, Accounting
Jaewoo Choi, Marketing
Justin Chung, Marketing
Angel Cipres, Finance
Hayden R. Cochran, Management
Fausto Contreras, Accounting
Chelsea Rae Corcoran, Marketing
Isabella Kai’lani Cordero, Marketing
Bianca Covarrubias, Information Systems
Sarah Rachelle Cozzens, Management
Mariana Riae Cruzado, Accounting
Armando Cuevas Jr., Management
Michal Cukanow, Information Systems
Joshua Culberson, Marketing
Austin Linwood Danner, Management
Tatiana Marie Darrow, Management
Tiara LaTasha Davenport, International Business
Alexia Natalie Davila, Marketing
Diego Fabian Davis, International Business
Kelsie Cayla Peret Dayrit, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude)
Savannah Rachelle Decker, Management
Savannah Grace DeDeaux, Marketing
Michael Demeneke, Management
Joseph Vaile DePew, Accounting & Economics (Cum Laude)
University Honors
Laurence Di Cicco, International Business
Sebastien Gil Doumergue, Marketing
Serena Du, Accounting
Angel Janae Duffy, Management
Kevin Nghi Duong, Finance (Cum Laude)
Courtney Sheree Durham, Management
Alexis Danielle Edmonds, Entrepreneurship
Bria Edwards, Information Systems
Cooper Louis Elliott, Management
Veronica Samantha Eng, Marketing
Jared James Erickson, Finance
Terrin Savante Estabillo, Accounting
Taylor Lee Estrada, Accounting
Maria Isabel Favela, Accounting
Maria Isabel Favela, Finance
Karina Felix De La Riva, Marketing
Andre David Ferran, Finance
Sherly Ferrer, Information Systems
Jacob Ethan Fisher, Management
Liam Fitzgerald, Accounting
John Florentino, Finance
Erica Lynn Frensley, Accounting
Simone Manucci Gagow, Management
Robert Joseph Gandara-Llamas, Finance
Kathrine Fey Garcia, Entrepreneurship
Cristopher Adrian Garcia Rodriguez, Accounting
Lexy Miquela Garza, Management
Ryan M. Given, Management
Gabrielle Camarse Gonzales, Management
Ariana Gonzalez, International Business
Denali Rose Goodkin, Marketing
Michael Goodwin, Real Estate (Cum Laude)
Connor Lynn Graff, Accounting
Karla Arlete Grata, Accounting
Kurt Michael Greener, Accounting
Subreet Kaur Grewal, Information Systems
Uriel Guadarrama-Viveros, Accounting
Jin Cong Guan, Finance
Amanda Marie Gura, Economics
Yesenia Gurrola, Accounting
Celeste Gracie Gutierrez-Zamora, Accounting
Nethmini S. H W Happawana, Entrepreneurship
Cooper Haddrill, Finance
Yani Vilianov Hadzhiev, Finance
Sina Haghighi, Finance
Rena May Hallfrisch, Marketing
Kiran Yu Hamrah, Management
Madison Christina Elaine Hancock, Finance
Matthew Hang, Finance
Ryder Raymond Hankins, International Business & Marketing (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Pema Hanly, Marketing (Magna Cum Laude)
Ma Happy, Accounting
Hevanilea Puniwai Haunga, Accounting & Finance
Joshua Craig Henderson, Management
Alexis La Treece Henry, Real Estate
Sean Kenneth Herman-Stalsberg, Accounting
Alberto Enrique Hernandez, Entrepreneurship
Fatima Jazmin Hernandez, International Business
Jocelyn Hernandez, Management
Jessica Karina Herrera, Marketing
Brian Joseph Hickey, Marketing
Ariana Kuuleiatoha Ho Hitt, Entrepreneurship
Patrick William Hoelzer, Economics
Nicholas Helmut Hofmann, Marketing
Adam Horitz, Management
Brooke Marie Horvath, Marketing
Emily Liming Huang, Accounting
Tori Jamylin Hurt, Marketing
Juan Roberto Hurtado, Finance (Cum Laude)
Luc Sebastian Medina Ignacio, Information Systems
Vasti Lizette Inzunza-Ramirez, Economics
Cody R. Isaacs, Marketing
Ronson Kiseki Ishikawa, Management
Sean Iveson, Management
Kelsey Ryan Iwanylo, Accounting
Daniel T. Jensen, Marketing
Javon Christopher Jeter, Accounting
Dandan Jiang, Accounting
Karina Jimenez Vargas, Marketing
Stephen James Johnson, International Business
Drake William Jones, Management
Seikea Shanice Jones, Marketing
Daniel Jun, Accounting
Ryan Evan Kahn, Information Systems (Magna Cum Laude)
Sydney Morgan Keech, Marketing
Alisa Loreen Kelly, Entrepreneurship
Megan Saverina Kelly, Marketing
Ryan Matthew Kissman, Finance
Kyle H. Koo, Accounting
Noemie Elona Kouao, Accounting
Jayden Kwon, Entrepreneurship
Brandon Lagunas, International Business
Te Ann Marie Lakeotes, Marketing
Trel B. Lakindanum, Entrepreneurship
Paola Juliana Landaverde, International Business
Calvin S. Lao, Information Systems (Cum Laude)
James Lea, Finance
Fabian Lechuga, Accounting
John Robert Lee, Marketing
Raymond Daamh Lee, Accounting
Kelvin Leon, Management (Cum Laude)
Justin Robert Lewandowski, Finance
Conrad Forrester Lewis, Marketing
Marie Andrea Lim, Accounting
Yuhuan Lin, Accounting & Finance (Cum Laude)
Alexander London, International Business (Cum Laude)
Oscar Lopez, Finance
Valeria Almary Lopez, Marketing
Hallie Kathryn Lunsford, International Business
Hasnrik Lusikyan, Management
Nicolas Alexander Maccioni, Marketing
Tanner Gene Mackel, Management
Mary Allyn Ripani Maguddatu, Marketing
Kidous Zewdie Mahteme, Information Systems
Viviana Mandujano, Finance
Jonas Carandang Maratita, Accounting
Anarely J. Marin, Finance
Keren Martinez, Marketing (Magna Cum Laude)
Nayeli Martinez-Guerrero, Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Chad N. Martinson, Finance
David Martin-Vaquero, Information Systems
Matthew Carl Trenten Marty, Finance
Amaday Lourdes Mata, Management
Bailey Marie Maya, Management
Timothy Patrick McCauley, Accounting
Kenny R. Mcdowall, Finance
Skylar Lyn McKay, Marketing
Lilian Sumping Meier, Economics
Arthur Mejia, Finance
Oscar Mendoza-Galeno, Finance
Miguel Mercado, Finance
Matthew Walter Mercer, Accounting
Joshua Allen Metsker, International Business
Alison Nichole Miller, Management
Eliza Miller, Entrepreneurship
George Alan Miller, Accounting
Katherine Marie Minucci, Management (Cum Laude)
Jialiang Mo, Information Systems
Katherine L. Moattar, Marketing (Cum Laude) University Honors
Adrian Antonio Montana Palomera, Accounting
Luis Montes, Accounting
Giovannia Morales, International Business
Jesse Albert Morales, Marketing
Jaylen Tyler Morris, Accounting
Timothy Kobe Mosley, Real Estate
Alessandra Sofia Murillo Recinos, Management
Edward Y. Myong, Accounting
Wesley Francisco Napoli, Marketing
Flavia V. Nava, Marketing
Hugo Alonso Navejar, Accounting
Sommernicole Alejo Negriilo, Accounting
Seon Wong Ngov, Accounting
Chris Nguyen, Management
Timothy P. Nguyen, Accounting
Cody Nicholas Stavrow Nielsen, Entrepreneurship & Real Estate
Madeline McKenzie Novak, Finance
Alezkander Olden, Accounting
Special Sharmel Olds, Marketing
Aiden Daniel Olivas, Finance
Paris Kali’aako Oliveira, Management
Warren Jacob Olliges, Finance
Ma Chrizelle L. Omotoy, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Alexis Osorio, Finance
Alexis Osorio, International Business
Kitana Kauaolena Padilla, Management
Michael Page, Finance
Trevor Freeman Papock, Accounting & Finance (Summa Cum Laude) University Honors
Marez Paraz, Marketing
Logan J. Paris, Accounting
Minjeong Park, Marketing
Raphael Sebastian Batingal Pasia, Accounting
Hans Christopher Patolot, Accounting
Qadan Orion Pavilides, Information Systems
Taylor Nicole Payne, Accounting
Diana Victoria Peck, Management
Chandler Harrison Pelham, Management
Sidney Phichith, Finance
Nancy Phu, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Ashley Marie Pichardo, Marketing
Michelle Madison Ploudre, Management
Stephanie Elena Pohl, Finance
Cameron Portis, Marketing
Gavin Noah Kamali’i Pula, Management (Cum Laude)
Dana Puyol Robert, Finance
Calvin Qian, Accounting
Stephanie Quang, Marketing
Vanessa Guadalupe Quinones, Marketing
Daniel Ramirez, Entrepreneurship
Eduardo Angel Ramirez, Marketing
Jacob Ramirez, Finance & International Business
Victoria Janette Ramirez, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude)
Elissa Christine Rangel, Management
Christian A. Regos, Accounting
Alexander L. Rex, Accounting
Christopher Reyes, Management
Maria Del Rocio Reyes-Huerta, Management
Josephine Maria Rhino, Information Systems
Sydney Ricketts, Information Systems
Matthew Paul Ridley, Management
Yvonne Yamileth Rivas, Accounting
Alberto Rodriguez, Accounting
Stephenie Alexandra Rodriguez, Marketing
Brock Micheal Ruggeroli, Entrepreneurship
Kimberley Helen Russell, Accounting
Latoya Roxy Sablan, Finance
Gisselle Saldana Valle, Management
Malakai Vave Salu, Management
Cameron Cruz Sanchez, Marketing
Vanessa Sanchez, Marketing
Britzel Sandoval, Management
Brandon Yancey Santana, Marketing
Silvia Yuriana Santiago Soria, Management
Kevin Santos-Quiroz, Finance
Jenna Leigh Sauer, Accounting
Jamie Schaefer, Finance
Shyla A. Scheinost-Greening, Finance
Nicholas Jordan Schneeman, Management
Reina Schroeder, Information Systems
Payton Schwartz, Accounting
Nicholas Andrew Scorza, Marketing
Javier Segura, Economics
Chris Shehadeh, Management
Hannah Rose Slattery, Entrepreneurship
Mak Emir Smajic, Information Systems
Jeremy Okeith Smith, Accounting
Michael Jeffrey Soha, Accounting
Bita Soleimani, Management
Anne Marie Ordenis Soleta, Marketing
Karina Somenzari, Marketing
Patricia Souza, International Business
Samantha Beatrice Sperakas, Marketing
Audrey Stephanie, Marketing
De’Jeane Lameace Stine, Finance
Jacina Wikolia Keakalina Stone-Alapai, Information Systems
Travis Stutsman, Management
Daryl Lawrence Tan, Management
Cole William Tarkington, Marketing
Jordan Taylor, Marketing
Christian Owen Teyshak, Accounting
Michelle Tilley, Management
Courtney Ann Tobin, Management
Barbara Paola Torres, Marketing
Deanna Tsan, Accounting
Tony Tse, Management
Tyler Mâlie Tsubata, International Business
Nolan Makoa Turnadcr, Finance
Nicolas Unzueta Corral, Marketing
Valery Stephanie Urdaneta, International Business
Matthew James Valenciano, Economics
Dante Antonio Valle, Marketing
Carlos Jose Vanegas, Management
Alessandro Karl Varricchio, Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Daisy Noemi Vega, Management
Erika Yunnueane Vela, Marketing
Martin Rey Oblena Velasco, Management
Savannah Amber Velasco, Marketing
Rosa Venegas, Accounting
Jorden Vinoray Vinoray, Finance
Andres Eduardo Wagner, Accounting
Michael Walsh, Finance
Mark Hamilton Ward, Entrepreneurship
Ashton Anthony Warren, Marketing
Tony Washington, Management
Max Weber, Accounting
Jesse James Welsh, Finance
Chad Michael White, Accounting
Kareem Malcom Wilburn, Management
Ryann Danielle Wiley, Marketing
Nicholas Paul Williams, Finance
David Scott Wolf, Management
Austin Pierce Wright, Entrepreneurship
Zheng Ye, Accounting
Sang Ho Yim, Management
Zahra Pires Zebari, Information Systems (Cum Laude)
Izzak D’Angelo Zeiter, Information Systems & Management
Xiaobai Zhang, Accounting
Cathy Zhu, Marketing (Summa Cum Laude)
Carla A. Zimmerman, Management

College of Education

Bachelor of Arts in Education
Allison Scott, Secondary Education

Bachelor of Science
Alexxis Yvonne Agurcia, Early Childhood Education
Pauline Barola Howe, Early Childhood Education
Kaitlyn Barto, Early Childhood Education
Chance Michael Blackdeer, Human Services
Ingrid Cajabon, Early Childhood Education
Kira Ann Carrillo, Early Childhood Education
Meghan Renee Chandler, Early Childhood Education
Melanie Cook, Early Childhood Education
Stacy Davis, Early Childhood Education
Eliani Diaz-Aguilera, Human Services
Alexandra Overin Fields, Human Services
Jacqueline Flores, Early Childhood Education
Ana Cristina Gileta Barragan, Early Childhood Education
Makaria Jana Hill, Early Childhood Education
Cydni Shanae James, Human Services
Sara Ann James, Early Childhood Education
Lauren Kaplan, Human Services
Madison Iva Kidd, Early Childhood Education
Alexzandria Ray’Anna Lawler, Early Childhood Education
Audra Diaz Le Van, Early Childhood Education
Destiny J. Lee, Early Childhood Education
Leonardo Macias, Human Services
Rezan Mahderekal-Clemons, Early Childhood Education
Neil McGee, Human Services
Ambershay Nezey, Early Childhood Education
Kassidy Hook O’Connell, Human Services
Chiara Madalena Parisi, Human Services
Kayla Ines Paz, Early Childhood Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Olivia Doralina Ponce, Early Childhood Education
Dora E. Ramirez, Early Childhood Education
Stephanie Y. Ramirez-Alarcon, Early Childhood Education
Jasmine Marie Ramos, Human Services
Lenin Cuaresma Saura, Early Childhood Education
Johnnie Scaife, Early Childhood Education
ShaeLynn Joy Sorensen, Early Childhood Education
Luxury Sullivan, Early Childhood Education
Veronica Lenae Torres, Early Childhood Education
Harif Fernanda Vazquez Perez, Early Childhood Education
Sierra Ryan Wayman, Early Childhood Education
Hannah Dorothy Weidenfeld, Early Childhood Education
Doreen Blanchette Woodward, Early Childhood Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Noelle Joyce Young, Early Childhood Education

Bachelor of Science in Education
Sabrina Kate Acosta, Elementary Education
Samuel Acosta Jr., Elementary Education
Sheila Mae Agonoy-Pascua, Elementary Education
Samantha Marie Almazan, Elementary Education
Adiel S. Alvarez, Special Education
Natalie Alvarez, Elementary Education
Vicenta J. Andrade, Special Education (Cum Laude)
Cindy Arizaga Serrano, Elementary Education
Valentina Artale, Elementary Education
Basel Khalid Assaf, Secondary Education
Vanessa Barrios, Secondary Education
Amy Marie Baxter, Elementary Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Lara Bestenlehner-McGoldrick, Elementary Education
Fantasia Marie Bolden, Special Education
Bradley Andrew Bowers, Secondary Education
Emily Cindy Burnar, Elementary Education
Kylie Cadin Burr, Elementary Education
Kayla Elizabeth Calvert, Elementary Education
Britany Paige Cameron-Winn, Elementary Education
Kassandra Guadalupe Campos, Elementary Education
Bethany Halide Canibeyaz, Elementary Education
Christina Carr, Special Education
Carina Casas, Elementary Education
Maria Cristina Casimiro, Elementary Education
Laura I. Castrellon, Elementary Education
Bridgette Damiana Contreras, Special Education
Taylor Nicole Corbett, Secondary Education
Baylee Kay Coronado, Secondary Education
Tracey Alysann Counts, Elementary Education
Julia Mary Daieda, Secondary Education
Jordyn Emily Doyle, Elementary Education
Jennifer Dunn, Special Education
Kailey Josee Emery, Secondary Education
Pearlene Esco, Elementary Education
Luis A. Espinoza, Secondary Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Estefannie Denisse Estrada De La Cruz, Special Education
Janina Sandra Fernandez Fajardo, Special Education
Alberto Falcon, Secondary Education
Darian Lee Fernandez, Secondary Education
Nickelle Fleming, Special Education
Allayna Marie Flight, Secondary Education
Angel Sebastian Flores, Elementary Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Sarisha M. Flowers, Elementary Education
Makenzie Lauren Floyd, Elementary Education
Silvia Lorrain Foncerrada Garcia, Elementary Education
Bryan L. Frank, Special Education
Leslie Mary Galarza-Luna, Elementary Education
Raquelin Galvez, Elementary Education (Summa Cum Laude)
Lilyana Nicole Gamboa, Special Education
Katie M. Gaston, Elementary Education
Michael Roger Gauron II, Secondary Education
Nikita Ponnette Gilvarry, Secondary Education
Guadalupe Iliana Giron-Martinez, Elementary Education
Shaniec Glover, Elementary Education
Edna Arleyn Gomez, Special Education
Marlene Gonzalez, Elementary Education
Stephanie Gonzalez, Elementary Education
Daniel Alejandro Gonzalez Argueta, Special Education
Jennifer Gonzalez-Delgado, Elementary Education
Sharaleen Gore, Special Education
Khadeejah Griffin, Secondary Education
Theresa Marie Guastalli, Elementary Education
Britnee Guzman-Martinez, Elementary Education (Summa Cum Laude)
Saige Tiana-Marie Hamilton, Secondary Education
Lakesha Shanta Harden, Elementary Education
April Hernandez, Secondary Education
Christina Renee Harden, Elementary Education
Shaquelle D. Holland, Elementary Education
Jennifer Huerta, Secondary Education
Antoinette Marie Iardella, Special Education
Ana Lilia Ibanez, Elementary Education
Tamra Jackson, Elementary Education
Traci M. Jasper, Elementary Education
Natosha Shatae Johnson, Special Education
Richard Johnson, Secondary Education
Savannah Marie Johnson, Elementary Education
Amber D. Kaltsas, Elementary Education
Wandalee Breann Keller, Elementary Education
Nicole Rachel Kim, Elementary Education
Jessica Landeros, Special Education (Summa Cum Laude)
Melinda S. Leake, Elementary Education
Virginia Lemus-Garcia, Elementary Education (Summa Cum Laude)
Jamie Marie Lohmeyer, Special Education
Areli Lopez Gonzalez, Elementary Education
Angelina Jasmine Maisano, Elementary Education (Summa Cum Laude)
Anabel Mandujano-Torres, Elementary Education
Martha Maya, Elementary Education
Ronald Andre McCullough II, Special Education
Vernetta Rena McGregor, Special Education
Thomas Bradley Mckee, Special Education
Hannah McMillan, Elementary Education (Summa Cum Laude)
Kelley Elizabeth Medina, Special Education
Rodrigo Mendoza, Elementary Education
Catherine A. Meng, Elementary Education
Jordan L. Meyers, Special Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Ethan Nolan Mills, Special Education
Zulma Araceli Munoz, Special Education
Maria Aidee Muro, Elementary Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Kristine Murphy, Special Education
Lakayla Myvett, Elementary Education
Alexander William Najarro, Elementary Education
Judith Navarro, Special Education
Kiara Yzabelle Ducat Ocampo, Secondary Education
Mara Ono, Elementary Education (Cum Laude)
Carolina Perez, Elementary Education (Summa Cum Laude)
Olaya Perez, Elementary Education
Maria E. Perez Garcia, Elementary Education
Daniel Perkins, Special Education
Alina Cristina Pineda, Elementary Education
Rose Marie-Leann Popp, Special Education
Emily N. Portillo, Special Education
Summer Ashleigh Prospero, Secondary Education
Leno Rebecca Pryor, Special Education
Belia A. Rasmussen, Special Education
Roselle Jewel Bautista Reginaldo, Elementary Education
Angela Alisia Rivera, Elementary Education
Tia Kiani Rodriguez, Elementary Education
Katerina Genevieve Rojas, Elementary Education
Maria Guadalupe Romero, Elementary Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Belma M. Rueda, Elementary Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Chrystal Bahian Rupert, Special Education
Tania Sandra Sanchez-Aguilar, Elementary Education
Erin Marie Schlaffman, Secondary Education
Lidia Jasmin Sibrian Rivas, Elementary Education
Aysha-Tierra Ignacio Sivongs, Secondary Education
Martha L. Smith, Special Education
Jasmin Soto, Secondary Education
Brittany Marie Sousa, Special Education
Jamie Sullivan, Elementary Education
Jordan Ross Swartz, Secondary Education
Logan Thompson, Special Education
Lushawn Threats, Special Education
Glennys Eva Tobey Wasson, Special Education
Jade Morgan Tobler, Secondary Education
Jesse Torres, Special Education
Abigail Torres-Jimenez, Elementary Education
Bernardo Nazareth Trujillo Romo, Elementary Education (Magna Cum Laude)
Faith Pearl Trumble, Elementary Education
Hannah Elizabeth Turley, Elementary Education
Javona Underwood, Elementary Education
Paola Belen Valdez, Elementary Education
Leslie Valle, Elementary Education
Mahina Varley, Secondary Education
Melquisedec Velazquez, Elementary Education
Elizabeth Villasenor, Elementary Education
Tatianna Nicole Wells, Elementary Education
Alexzia Jeanette Williams, Elementary Education
Travon Jamaree Williams, Special Education
Cody James Wilson, Secondary Education
Javonne T. Wilson, Special Education
Feben Damtew Worku, Special Education
Jimmy Yan, Elementary Education
Gabriel Everisto Ybarra, Special Education

Project FOCUS
Jack William Hager
Madison Hinskey

Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering

Bachelor of Arts
Arron Yirga Abay, Computer Science
Ahmed Mohamed Abdel Ghany, Computer Science
Yordanos Tarekegn Alamerew, Computer Science
Ali Balooch, Computer Science (Cum Laude)
Keith Takashi Beauvais, Computer Science
Zachary James Bellido, Computer Science
Charisse D. Calma, Computer Science
Conor J. Cavan, Computer Science
Samantha Nicole Coudin, Computer Science
Michael Daniel, Computer Science
Dylan Addison Duke, Computer Science
Peter David Glisson, Computer Science
Alma Hernandez, Computer Science
Joshua Lance Ingle, Computer Science
Switt Jamjuntr, Computer Science
Qais Ahmad Khadjazada, Computer Science
Mahiar Khesali-Aghtaei, Computer Science
Shaan Mahmood Majid, Computer Science
Christian Angel Mancilla, Computer Science
Brenda Mendez-Martinez, Computer Science
Kristine Bernadette U. Monsada, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Lauren Victoria Montalvo, Computer Science
Monica Molham Labib Naroiz, Computer Science
Dane Thomas Platko, Computer Science
Vernon Robert Porter, Computer Science
Matthew Isaac Ruest, Computer Science
Kevin R. Sheeter, Computer Science
Sao Thao, Computer Science
Yezi Ye, Computer Science

Bachelor of Science
Gerald Tapado Achurra, Computer Science
Aren Justin Aguas, Computer Science
Brandon S. Aguilar, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Shehab Wahid Ahmed, Computer Science
Aaron Jeremy Andaya, Computer Science
Alexis Jean Beliveau, Computer Science
Mason Arland-Ryu Bertsch, Computer Science
Ivan Biacan, Computer Science
Mateusz Bieda, Computer Science
Geno Robert Brown, Computer Science
Shili Cao, Computer Science
Edwin Cardona Cortez, Computer Science
Alejandro Carmona Garcia, Computer Science
Dave Lorenz Javier Castillo, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Miguel Castillo Leyva, Computer Science
Olivia Chanthavisouk, Computer Science
Sophia Ann Chongtai, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Carlos Leonardo Cuenca, Computer Science
Abraham De Paz, Computer Science
Julien Flores, Computer Science
Mikayla Thao Garcia, Computer Science
Dane Paul Gerace, Computer Science
Bernard Gole Cruz, Computer Science
Alexander Goncharenko, Computer Science
Robert Joseph-Carlyon Gower, Computer Science
Jacob Allen Guy, Computer Science
Mark Haro, Computer Science
Zachariah Heath, Computer Science
Jessica Faith Hoff, Construction Management
Marco R. Infantado, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Walid Karimzada, Computer Science
Muhammad H. Khan, Computer Science
Johnl Kim, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Koo Hyuk Kwon, Computer Science
Shinae Lee, Computer Science
Jaylen Lewis, Computer Science
Spencer Louis Lucci, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Kevin Renan Lugo, Computer Science (Cum Laude)
Justin Martin, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Cedric Joshua Men, Computer Science
Jose Jaime Morales, Construction Management
Keani Napaunoa, Construction Management
Chase Jerome Negro, Computer Science
Harsh Girishbhai Patel, Computer Science
Tan Thanh Phan, Computer Science
Daniel Pintado, Computer Science
Esteban Rivas Rey, Computer Science
Elad Rozen, Computer Science
Gregg Ryan Salonga, Computer Science
Tarig Jason Shams, Computer Science
Sudipti Sharma, Computer Science (Cum Laude) University Honors
Elizabeth T. Simjian, Computer Science
Emily Elaine Simpson, Computer Science
Austin Kumar Singh, Computer Science
Jose Aurelio Luat Sison, Computer Science
Bryson Roth Squibb, Computer Science
Grant Alexander Starkman, Computer Science
Alex Suciu, Computer Science
John Dallas Tate, Computer Science
Patrick Gerard Trinidad Jr., Computer Science
Andy Wu, Computer Science

Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Seyedeh Elmira Aalaie, Civil Engineering
Fredy Ernesto Abrego Jr., Mechanical Engineering
Vladimir Amancio Acevedo, Mechanical Engineering
Damian Aceves-Franco, Electrical Engineering
Roger Mathew Cortez Del Rosario Adrigado, Electrical Engineering
Ginwell Agcaoili Agustin, Civil Engineering
Abdulrahman Alahdal, Civil Engineering
Juan Alfredo Alvarado, Computer Engineering
Misael Alvarez, Mechanical Engineering
Adan Manuel Alvarez-Huitron, Mechanical Engineering
Mary Ann J Anderson, Civil Engineering
Ydidiya Tarekegn Assefa, Computer Engineering
Chris Avalos, Mechanical Engineering
Alejandro Baex, Civil Engineering
Danny Youseff Benjelloun, Electrical Engineering (Cum Laude)
University Honors
Isaac Berk, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude)
Michael McLeod Bisnar, Mechanical Engineering
Michael Kevin Blume, Civil Engineering
Evander Bocalbos, Mechanical Engineering
Eric M. Bodenchak, Mechanical Engineering
Amir Boulakhras, Mechanical Engineering
Bryce Aaron Bowman, Mechanical Engineering
Ryan L. Brown, Mechanical Engineering
Edrian Buenviaje, Electrical Engineering
Konrad Joseph Campbell, Mechanical Engineering
Edgar Caro, Mechanical Engineering
Itzel Carrillo, Electrical Engineering
Miguel Peralta Castro, Electrical Engineering
Apoorva Singh Chauhan, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Alex Andrew Chavez, Mechanical Engineering
Taiga Cibulka, Civil Engineering
Walter Evan Conrad, Computer Engineering
Brian Ka’eo Lau Corpus, Mechanical Engineering
Samantha Corral, Mechanical Engineering
Justin Tyme Cuddeback, Mechanical Engineering
Emily Ellen Cummins, Civil Engineering
Sherlyn Dahilig, Mechanical Engineering, University Honors
Krissel Danika Espiritu Dauz, Mechanical Engineering
Charlene Bella Drake, Electrical Engineering
Isaac Draskovich, Computer Engineering
Zachary Fredrick D’Souza, Mechanical Engineering
Franquise Dae Ebara Duenas, Civil Engineering (Cum Laude)
University Honors
Ryan Yap Eclarinal, Electrical Engineering
Trevor Ensign, Electrical Engineering
Nory C. Flores, Electrical Engineering
Anayeli Flores Garibay, Electrical Engineering
Denisse Franco, Mechanical Engineering
Hunter Avery Frey, Mechanical Engineering
Daniela Galdo, Mechanical Engineering
Eder Garcia, Mechanical Engineering
Alyssa Reylin Nocon Gatdula, Mechanical Engineering
Carlos Georges, Computer Engineering (Magna Cum Laude)
Alejandro Gomez, Mechanical Engineering
Jacqueline Gonzalez Blanco, Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Charles Grego, Civil Engineering
Jackson Kelso Haney, Mechanical Engineering
Nathaniel Heisler, Mechanical Engineering (Cum Laude)
Francisco Javier Hernandez-Zarate, Mechanical Engineering
Kristine M. Hierholzer, Mechanical Engineering
Matthew D. Howard, Electrical Engineering
Emily Huynh, Computer Engineering
Joseph Evan Jablon, Civil Engineering
Sari Kawasaki, Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Sami Khal, Mechanical Engineering (Cum Laude)
Richard Boyd Kilgore, Civil Engineering
Jong Heon Kim, Electrical Engineering
Nicolas Kosanovic, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Tin I. Kuan, Mechanical Engineering
Brett Randall LeBlanc, Mechanical Engineering
Kaia Nate Lemmond, Civil Engineering
Joshua Leone, Mechanical Engineering
Sebastian Barranco Lopez, Mechanical Engineering
Gabriel Ali Maalouf, Mechanical Engineering
Nabil Fouad Maatouk, Mechanical Engineering
Ethan M. Maler, Mechanical Engineering
Kathia Malfavon-Medina, Civil Engineering
Alexander Altino Markham, Civil Engineering
Jaime Martinez, Mechanical Engineering
Logan Meeks, Mechanical Engineering
Ezekiel Filamor Mejia, Mechanical Engineering
Yamileth Mejia Mejia, Mechanical Engineering
David Merino, Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Miron-Bernal, Mechanical Engineering
Dennis Erwin Mitchell Jr., Mechanical Engineering
Mary Mkrtchyan, Mechanical Engineering
Nesim Jemal Mohamed, Computer Engineering
Manuel Antonio Montes III, Mechanical Engineering
James Patrick Moore, Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Morris, Mechanical Engineering  
Ryan Wilson Murray, Mechanical Engineering  
David Nakasone, Electrical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude)  
Bianca Anabel Navarro, Mechanical Engineering  
Drew Daneil Nemeth, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude) University & Research and Creative Honors  
Cesar Nieves, Electrical Engineering  
Yelthin O. Orochena, Electrical Engineering  
Simeon Quinn O’Sullivan, Civil Engineering  
Joshua Alexander Padilla, Civil Engineering  
Michael Jerome Parker Jr., Electrical Engineering  
Oscar Daniel Parra-Machuca, Mechanical Engineering  
Elizabeth Margaret Paschal, Civil Engineering  
Jonathan Elie Pasternack, Civil Engineering  
Tommy J. Perkins, Mechanical Engineering  
Tyler Lynn Peters, Computer Engineering  
Kyriacos Demetrios Philippou, Mechanical Engineering  
Keane Roger Cueto Pimentel, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Sandra Yadira Quezada-Angulo, Mechanical Engineering  
Christian Alain Quintana Gras, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude)  
Steven Patrick Raymundo, Civil Engineering  
Daniel Rivas, Mechanical Engineering  
Saul Rivera, Civil Engineering  
Kevin Rodriguez, Mechanical Engineering  
Esteban Rodriguez-Preciado, Mechanical Engineering  
Christopher Gene Ruebush, Mechanical Engineering  
Cecia Ruiz-Hernandez, Civil Engineering  
Emmanuel Seguisabal Sabanico, Mechanical Engineering  
Jose DeJesus Salazar, Mechanical Engineering  
Josh Mitsunori Saligumba Shirota, Civil Engineering  
Jordan Siatuu, Mechanical Engineering  
Conrad I. Sin, Computer Engineering  
Justin S. Sith, Civil Engineering  
Veronica G. Soberano, Civil Engineering  
David Solis, Mechanical Engineering  
Rex Conrad Spenner, Mechanical Engineering  
Brandon Lee Staffieri, Computer Engineering  
Marshall Tanapoup Tangcharoentanakit, Mechanical Engineering  
Casey Anne Teator, Civil Engineering  
Andrew Ryan Thiemann, Civil Engineering (Cum Laude)  
Joseph Michael Thompson, Civil Engineering  
Angelika Karilyn Leona Titus, Mechanical Engineering  
Drelyn Tolmich, Mechanical Engineering  
Brooke Tomas, Mechanical Engineering  
Darrick Truong, Computer Engineering  
Noah Jeffrey Tuck, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude)  
Jessica Elane Turner, Civil Engineering  
Luis Angel Ulloa, Civil Engineering  
Kers D. Ung-Watson, Civil Engineering  
Efren Vega, Mechanical Engineering (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Michael James Velasquez, Electrical Engineering  
Xuan Trung Phan Vi, Civil Engineering  
Jeff Villanueva, Electrical Engineering  
Gerardo Villarreal, Electrical Engineering  
Bailey Lynn Walker, Mechanical Engineering  
Matthew Tyler Weishaar, Computer Engineering  
Jonathan Yap, Mechanical Engineering  
Terry Cole Zajic, Mechanical Engineering  
Armaun Christos Zargari, Mechanical Engineering  
Adel Ghazi Ziade, Civil Engineering

College of Fine Arts

Bachelor of Arts
Isidro Aleman III, Film  
Lucienne Arnold, Art  
Gabriel E. Barahona-Chinchilla, Film  
Meghan Nicole Bergwall, Film (Cum Laude)  
Treyvon Michael Burch, Film (Cum Laude)  
David Burch, Film  
Vincent Russ Foronda Cabuhat, Art  
Kathryn Renee Camerlengo, Art  
Maria Alejandra Chavez-Zapien, Film  
Dominique Wesley Cook, Film  
Naomi Lessette Curiel, Art History  
Travis A. Cutler, Film  
Mario Nathaniel Diderot-Martin, Film  
Lauren Dominguex, Art, & Art History  
Tyler Ryann Draher, Theatre Arts  
Dylan Joseph Eclipse, Film  
Isabella Kiliani Elrod, Art  
Irem Ergunes, Art History  
Fernando David Escobedo, Film  
Jesse Estrada, Art  
Hannah Mikaeli Ferguson, Art History  
Kwestin Travon Fisher, Film  
Darian Jewel Fluker, Theatre Arts  
Lakerea Deshay Godfrey, Film  
Jacob Christopher Graeff, Art  
Troy Jason Gross, Art  
Michelle Renee Harper, Art  
Karla Herrera-Navarro, Film  
Emily Kettles, Art History  
Tyler Ryan Lambert, Art  
Troy Nigel Lee, Film  
Alyssa Angelina Leoniesio, Theatre Arts (Cum Laude)  
Sarah Jenica Littman, Theatre Arts  
Romeo Gabriel Lopez, Theatre Arts  
Kourtney Alexandria Lyons, Film  
Connor Rand MacLeod, Film
Patrick Milleza Manabat, Art  
Kirstin Marsh, Film  
Joseph McConnachie, Film (Cum Laude)  
Tatiana Catalina Mendiola, Art  
Valeria Alejandra Meraz, Theatre Arts  
Tyler James Newby, Film (Magna Cum Laude)  
Nhan Duc Nguyen, Art  
Queenie Nguyen, Film (Summa Cum Laude)  
Joel Dean Negranza Nobleza, Film  
Faith Nordstrom, Film (Magn Cum Laude)  
Bryanna Ashley Paperno, Film  
Courtney Marguerite Fu Wei Parkinson, Film (Magn Cum Laude)  
University & Research and Creative Honors  
Carrie Peck, Film (Magn Cum Laude)  
Jacob Peterson, Film (Cum Laude)  
Lauren Nicole Punzal, Theatre Arts  
Alyssa Nicole Ratajczyk, Theatre Arts  
Sidney Napualei Roberts, Art  
Malik Deandre Robinson, Film  
Miranda Rosembert Rubio Pesce, Film  
Lauren A. Sato, Art  
Jack Silver, Film  
Jonathan David Smilowitz, Film (Magn Cum Laude)  
Desiree Stevens, Art  
Shalena Danielle Sutter, Art  
Hannah Tran, Film  
Adrienne Ann Villanueva, Film  
Dominique Alia Wright, Film  
Khivani Lenise Young, Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Elizabeth Grace Adams, Dance  
Yerin Baek, Dance  
Lauren Cassandra Coon, Dance  
Brooke Elizabeth De Soto, Dance  
Iyana Cierra Mason, Dance  
Diana Victoria Peck, Dance  
Cierra Bliss Wachtel, Dance

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Marychrist Morales Aliado, Landscape Architecture  
Edith Alvarez, Landscape Architecture  
Alyemomi K. Amaral, Landscape Architecture  
Braulio Manuel Arias, Landscape Architecture  
Javier Enrique Fuhriman, Landscape Architecture  
Claudio Garcia-Paiz, Landscape Architecture  
Carlos Damian Gomez, Landscape Architecture  
Ivan Abrahamsen Ma, Landscape Architecture  
Mindy Mae McArde, Landscape Architecture  
Jonathan A. Fortaleza Metra, Landscape Architecture  
Edward Lawrence Oakes, Landscape Architecture  
Natalie Perez, Landscape Architecture  
Aizea Nakoa Ranon, Landscape Architecture

Gavyn Michael Silva, Landscape Architecture

Bachelor of Music
Giada Olivia Barney, Music (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Finn Mendelssohn Caiole, Music (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Julius Escañilla Del Prado, Music  
Nicole Ann Hess, Music (Cum Laude)  
Grant Marshall Hiekel, Music (Summa Cum Laude)  
Kyle Khembunjong, Music  
Brandon M. Marzka, Music  
Scott David Odou, Jazz and Commercial Music  
Eric Vi On, Music  
Angelica Padilla-Nieblas, Music  
Geri Lynn Rhey Rangel, Music  
Jesse Rosenberg, Jazz and Commercial Music  
Parsa Sabet-Rasekh, Music  
Matthew Cade Sink, Music  
Caber Stone Smith, Music  
Judith Sugey Villar, Music  
Kyle Webb, Music

Bachelor of Science
Alan Andrar, Interior Architecture and Design  
Gisselle Marie Bernal, Graphic Design & Media  
Albert Gerald Bowling, Architecture  
Alyssa Yvonne Fortaleza, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Denisse Franco, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Ramy Magdi Goergi, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Tori Kristen Liggins, Architecture  
Lauren Victoria Montalvo, Graphic Design & Media  
Tristan Stephen Osorio, Architecture  
Jace Thomas Rico, Architecture  
Kevin Sanchez, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Isaiah Donovan Shivers, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Stephanie Taylor Simoni, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Justin S. Sith, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Mary Faasegi Taupau, Architecture  
Alexander Weaver, Entertainment Engineering & Design  
Tayler Andrea Zolyniak, Entertainment Engineering & Design

William F. Harrah College of Hospitality

Bachelor of Science
Yeji Ahn, Hospitality Management  
Jeffrey M. Allen, Hospitality Management  
Sarah Almanza, Hospitality Management  
Nicole Hazel Antonio, Hospitality Management  
Jacob Atwater, Hospitality Management
Yerin Baek, Hospitality Management
Mitchell Robert Morgan Barry, Hospitality Management
Emma Blair Battcher, Hospitality Management
Scarlett Elizabeth Baughman, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Taylor Elizabeth Bauman, Hospitality Management
Delmar A. Bautista, Hospitality Management
Kylie Savannah Blackburn, Hospitality Management
Kory-Dylan Borromero-Macadangdang, Hospitality Management
Ashley Jean Bowmer, Hospitality Management
Nikolas Fredrick Bracken, Hospitality Management
Eric Kentrell Brown, Hospitality Management
Abriana Filomena Buffolino, Hospitality Management
Joanna Marion Butler, Hospitality Management (Summa Cum Laude)
Mario Oswald Carson Jr., Hospitality Management
Cameron Joseph Castro, Hospitality Management
Deanna Castro, Hospitality Management
Tiffany Amber Gannaban Cayading, Hospitality Management
Jewlynn Vahn Ceballos, Hospitality Management
Sungjun Cha, Hospitality Management
Colby Charles Chackel, Hospitality Management
Sarah Alice Maya Chaltiel, Hospitality Management
Yu Yin Chan, Hospitality Management
Yongen Chen, Hospitality Management
Kristen Cheung, Hospitality Management
Qisen Chi, Hospitality Management
Yu-tung Chiu, Hospitality Management
Jung Heon Choi, Hospitality Management
Elaine Ling-ling Chu, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Jason L. Chu, Hospitality Management
Dahyeh Chung, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Shay Emma Clark, Hospitality Management
Chiara Alessandra Colombo, Hospitality Management
Valerie Orestell Croswhite, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Stephanie Jeanette Cruz, Hospitality Management
Amber Dai, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Kika Daisley, Hospitality Management
Maddison Marie Davis, Hospitality Management
Alfred Camillo DelSangro III, Hospitality Management
Mark DeWeese, Hospitality Management
Darian Jewel Fluker, Hospitality Management
Hunter Elizabeth Foley, Hospitality Management
Margot Elliott French, Hospitality Management (Summa Cum Laude) University Honors
Jacob Matthew Fritz, Hospitality Management
Franco Nicandro Fuentes, Hospitality Management
Andrew Ryan Gaceta, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Mark Anthony Gacutan, Hospitality Management
Mariana Galvan, Hospitality Management
Imani Garcia, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Marco Garcia, Hospitality Management
Ashley Ge, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Parastesh Ghadiri, Hospitality Management
Alison Gibson, Hospitality Management
Taviana Nicole Gilford, Hospitality Management
McKaylah Amethyst Gill, Hospitality Management
Eunice Goh, Hospitality Management
Ricky Fidel Gomez, Hospitality Management
Zihan Gong, Hospitality Management
Skyler Ann Grebner, Hospitality Management
Jacob Alexander Green, Hospitality Management
Elijah Johnathan Griffin, Hospitality Management
Han Guo, Hospitality Management
Yexi Guo, Hospitality Management
Maria Renee Gutierrez Gonzalez, Hospitality Management
Ava Haase, Hospitality Management
Brooke Haley, Hospitality Management
Holden Albert Hall, Hospitality Management
Matthew Ian Hampson, Hospitality Management
Dongyeop Han, Hospitality Management
Peilin He, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Donald Ray Heath Jr., Hospitality Management
Reagan Lee Henson, Hospitality Management
Alvaro Hernandez, Hospitality Management
Areli Herrera, Hospitality Management
Claudia Camila Herrera Azcona, Hospitality Management
Lauren Ann Hilty, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Jack Ryan Holter, Hospitality Management
SHEROLYN LAURA HORN, Hospitality Management
Julia Ya Wen Hong, Hospitality Management (Summa Cum Laude) University Honors
Casey Christine Howard, Hospitality Management
Yudi Hu, Hospitality Management
Yuxin Huang, Hospitality Management
Benjamin Scot Hughes, Hospitality Management
As’A Symone Hunter, Hospitality Management
Hangyeol Hwang, Hospitality Management
JinYoung Hwang, Hospitality Management
Stefan Ionescu, Hospitality Management
Blessing Ada Ivoh, Hospitality Management
Jiuyu Jiang, Hospitality Management
Teresa Maria Jimenez, Hospitality Management
Skyla Jade Johnson, Hospitality Management
Masaki Kasai, Hospitality Management (Summa Cum Laude)
Byounggyou Kim, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Heejae Kim, Hospitality Management
Hyeri Kim, Hospitality Management
Nayeong Kim, Hospitality Management
Seokhyun Kim, Hospitality Management
Sujeong Kim, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Jeffrey Ryan Kloss, Hospitality Management
Kastle Kuehner, Hospitality Management
Hyungyeong Kwon, Hospitality Management
Arthur Kin-Ho Kwong, Hospitality Management
Thomas James La Centra Jr., Hospitality Management
Josephine Lam, Hospitality Management
Lauren Lucinda Ledbetter, Hospitality Management
Chanhee Lee, Hospitality Management
Jeong Won Lee, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Jiwoo Lee, Hospitality Management
Sejin Lee, Hospitality Management
Yea Rin Lee, Hospitality Management
Joyce Lok-I Lei, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Matthew Gia Wei Lei, Hospitality Management
Rachael Aiko Lentz, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Taylor Scott Lesson, Hospitality Management
Jordan Leyva, Hospitality Management
Tammy Li, Hospitality Management
Xingrun Li, Hospitality Management
Rui Liao, Hospitality Management
Nikki E. Lim, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Marlen Lopez, Hospitality Management
Sharon Yuechi Louie, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Pinghai Luo, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Yuhang Luo, Hospitality Management
Christopher Luu, Hospitality Management
Derrick Ly, Hospitality Management
Mengyi Ma, Hospitality Management
Christian Everett Maddox, Hospitality Management
Dustin Gregory Makishi, Hospitality Management
Prateek Singh Mangat, Hospitality Management
Joselyn Martinez Marin, Hospitality Management
Leah Luwam Mazzola, Hospitality Management
Zachary Ryan McColl, Hospitality Management
Audrey Mae McKinney, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Moreen Kiah Medallo, Hospitality Management
Tianna Marie Medeiros, Hospitality Management
Yifei Mei, Hospitality Management
Nolan Lawrence Miles, Hospitality Management
Breanna Nicole Miller, Hospitality Management
Nicole Miller, Hospitality Management
Amanda Marie Mirante, Hospitality Management
Gabriel Alejandro Montezuma, Hospitality Management
Colby W. Moczan, Hospitality Management
Alexandra Moreno, Hospitality Management
Kevin Daniel Moy, Hospitality Management
Christie Mae Munnich, Hospitality Management
Jason C. Munoz, Hospitality Management
Miriam Munoz Gonzalez, Hospitality Management
Ciara Christine Murillo, Hospitality Management
Evan Mitsuo Nakamura, Hospitality Management
Donghoo Nam, Hospitality Management
Binh Tuan Nguyen, Hospitality Management
Khoa Dang Nguyen, Hospitality Management
Ileana Naki Mitsuko Nii, Hospitality Management
Joel Dean Negranza Nobleza, Hospitality Management
Hwajung Noh, Hospitality Management
Abigail Marie Odend’hal, Hospitality Management
Chaehyun Oh, Hospitality Management
Marisleidy Olazabal, Hospitality Management
Sandy Lucia Olmedo, Hospitality Management
Laura Orozco, Hospitality Management
Joheynalyn Ordinario Palustre, Hospitality Management
Albert Jihoon Park, Hospitality Management
Christopher Alexander Paul, Hospitality Management
Adrianna Paules, Hospitality Management
Kaci Amber Payton, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Sarah Elizabeth Peasley, Hospitality Management
Huan-wei Peng, Hospitality Management
Irene Matina Peratikos, Hospitality Management
Haley Kahealani M. Peterson, Hospitality Management
Thi Tuyet Minh PHAM, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Lam Le Hoang Phan, Hospitality Management
Jada G. Pittman, Hospitality Management
Mahya G. Quito, Hospitality Management
Katelyn Ragg, Hospitality Management
Ernesto Enrique Rencehausen, Hospitality Management
Briana Alexia Resendez Cid, Hospitality Management
Nicolette Marie Reynolds, Hospitality Management
Karla Marie Reynolds, Hospitality Management
Seth Brock Robinson, Hospitality Management
Taylor D. Rogers, Hospitality Management
Taylor Madison Rogers, Hospitality Management
Raquel May Rupisan, Hospitality Management
Valeria Salazar, Hospitality Management
Paola Salinas Zamarron, Hospitality Management
Molly Sampson, Hospitality Management
Victor Hugo Sanchez Jr., Hospitality Management
Carla Berenice Santiago Soria, Hospitality Management
Jordan Craig Sauer, Hospitality Management
Nettiphume Sion, Hospitality Management
Andrea Solaegui, Hospitality Management
Ava Morgan Somers, Hospitality Management
Viviana Sorensen, Hospitality Management
Donovan Taylor Strouse, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Tammy Sung, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Alexandra Gwyneth Sunga, Hospitality Management
Jalen Deanthony Swanson, Hospitality Management
Kala‘e Parker Tanaka, Hospitality Management
Sydney Nicole Taylor, Hospitality Management
Danni Thach, Hospitality Management
Nicholas Patrick Thayer, Hospitality Management
Kaya Thomas, Hospitality Management (Summa Cum Laude)
Sara Jane Tierney, Hospitality Management
Tori K. Tihada, Hospitality Management
Derek Daniel Anucha Timput, Hospitality Management
Shannon Ting, Hospitality Management
Zihan Tong, Hospitality Management
Maria Victoria Torres-Martinez, Hospitality Management
Anh Kim Tu Tran, Hospitality Management
Hung-Lung Tsai, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Kensuke Uchida, Hospitality Management
Angela Valdez, Hospitality Management
Fernando Valdez, Hospitality Management
Kristopher C. Van Wicklen, Hospitality Management
Alexander Perry Vandenberg, Hospitality Management
Dindo Venzon Jr., Hospitality Management
Melissa Vera, Hospitality Management
Adan Justino Viguera, Hospitality Management
Andrew Joseph Villegas, Hospitality Management
Khoa Vucng, Hospitality Management
Chaoshun Wang, Hospitality Management
Yanning Wang, Hospitality Management
Zian Wang, Hospitality Management
Vi Dell Weber, Hospitality Management
Sydney Quinn Wendt, Hospitality Management
Destiny Jane White, Hospitality Management
Jaivon Rasshad Whitmill, Hospitality Management
Jackson Torrie Wilkes, Hospitality Management
Joan Wong, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Wei Wu, Hospitality Management
Edward Avery Xiong, Hospitality Management
Kyungmo Yang, Hospitality Management
Damhee Yoon, Hospitality Management
Rina Youn, Hospitality Management
Yonglin Yu, Hospitality Management
Jong Yoo Yun, Hospitality Management
Adrian Edward Yzaguirre, Hospitality Management
Dayanara Zanabia, Hospitality Management
Aileen Zepeda, Hospitality Management
Angela Li Zhang, Hospitality Management
Qizhu Zhao, Hospitality Management
Qiaochu Zhou, Hospitality Management
Boyi Zhu, Hospitality Management
Cristina Joan Zimmerman, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Zoie Zolowicz, Hospitality Management

School of Integrated Health Sciences

Bachelor of Science
Tiffany Dominique Acosta, Kinesiology
Ian Aguinal, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Kady Melissa Alabastro, Kinesiology
Rodrigo E. Alaura III, Kinesiology
Lauren Janine Alcantara, Kinesiology
Joseline Alvarez, Kinesiology
Nicholas Patrick Ames, Kinesiology
Lauryn Renee Aubry, Kinesiology
Lauren Taylor Bailey, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Adisalem Afework Begashaw, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Maddison Lynn Beller, Health Physics
Cassandra Chamanda Bia, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
John Laurence Vico Biraogo, Kinesiology
Simona Bocancea, Kinesiology
Alejandro Fernandez Bonilla, Kinesiology
Justin Vincent Burgonio, Kinesiology
Rian Jo Burress, Kinesiology
Gerrin Pascual Cabebe, Kinesiology
Abigail Cabrera, Kinesiology
Diana Calderon, Kinesiology
Gabriel Ian Callanta, Kinesiology
Eric Candelario, Kinesiology
Sarah Jean Cabalte Caile, Kinesiology
Katherine Vanessa Carlos, Kinesiology
Shaina Tamayo Casio, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Gail Pola Chernomorets, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Lauren Mae Ciesielski, Kinesiology
Josana Marie Cisnero, Kinesiology
Jaclyn Rene Clement, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Isabella Clemente, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Anthony Giovanni Coronado, Kinesiology
Catherine Emily Coty, Kinesiology
Christopher Gary Crosby, Kinesiology
Gilberto Cuevas Jr., Kinesiology
Ayanna Marie Davis, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Joshua De Asis, Kinesiology
Mercedes De La Cruz, Kinesiology
Justin James Delaney, Kinesiology (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Brock Engmann, Kinesiology
Lauren B. Felipe, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Geremech Fersha, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Cobey Duke Fuji, Kinesiology
Stefany Michelle Funes, Kinesiology
Chelsea Nicole Garcia, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Hadaya Gelle, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Magna Cum Laude)
David Blaine Gerard III, Kinesiology
Samantha Rose Golonka, Comprehensive Medical Imaging, University Honors
Melissa Lian Gregoire, Kinesiology
Samantha Carol Griffith, Kinesiology
Gisela Edith Gutierrez, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Cum Laude)
Simon Yohannes Habte, Kinesiology
Rama Haddad, Kinesiology
Edward F. Halstead, Kinesiology
Ruby Haro, Kinesiology
Ashon Ku’ipo Haslacker, Kinesiology
Megyn Judith Hawkins, Kinesiology
Ajia Elizabeth Heryford, Kinesiology
Alex Michael Hodge, Kinesiology
Kaylin Julia Honan, Kinesiology
Sandy Shixin Huang, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Kaitlyn Ibarra, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Kendall Taituuga Constance Io, Nutrition Sciences
Bryce Alexander Jackson, Kinesiology
Sheridan Patrice Jones, Kinesiology
Jesslen Claire Jovenal, Kinesiology
Eddie Kapler, Kinesiology
Amanda Elizabeth Krause, Kinesiology
Joseph George Kunicki, Kinesiology
Taylor Lee Label, Kinesiology
Cheriline Sales Lamagna, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Jasmine Medina Lavarais, Athletic Training
Devon Daniel Joseph Lawrence, Kinesiology
Charles Nathaniel Lee, Kinesiology
Kelcie Likepuonanaaokalani Mayumi Leong, Kinesiology
Abigail Libo Simmons, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Shantelle De Ocampo Lingao, Kinesiology
Tureisha Jada Lodge, Kinesiology
Torie Miki Louie, Kinesiology (Cum Laude)
Daniel Mateo Lusung, Kinesiology
Ashley Macias, Kinesiology
Harmanee Maclin, Kinesiology
Joey Magno, Kinesiology (Magna Cum Laude)
Vanessa Lorena Marroquin, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Cum Laude)
Sofia Marten, Kinesiology (Summa Cum Laude)
Tayvier-Stone K. Martin, Kinesiology
Ty Michael Martinezharrison, Kinesiology
Sachiko Shanelle Maruyama, Kinesiology (Summa Cum Laude)
Tiffni Mathias, Kinesiology
Blaine Stephen Matthews, Kinesiology
Jake Michael McLean, Kinesiology
Jennifer Mae Condes McMahon, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Pearl Thida Magallanes Meach, Kinesiology
Anne Elizabeth Melvin, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Taylor Meyers, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Lexander Meza, Kinesiology
Djinn Kathleen Michaels, Kinesiology
Ciana Michaelette Miller-Vaughn, Kinesiology
Gabriela Monique Miravite, Kinesiology
Niki Sarah Mooradian, Kinesiology
Sabrina Elizabeth Moreira, Kinesiology
Alexa Mariel Nappi, Kinesiology
Kaela Kimiko Kanoekokekai Maleta Nera, Kinesiology
Marianne Ngunjo Nhanpi, Kinesiology
Haileigh Michelle Novelly, Kinesiology
Emily Mae Ospina, Kinesiology
Tiara Pacheco, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Marlee Jade Parr, Kinesiology
Kamryn Kailyn Delores Patnett, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Nigel Palani Patterson, Kinesiology
Caitlyn Reanne Paxman, Kinesiology
Jorge Noel Perdomo Rodriguez, Kinesiology
Esteban Gerardo Perez Del Rio, Kinesiology
Destiny Labrea Perry, Kinesiology
Dru Samuel Pippin, Kinesiology
Dylan Michael Rader, Kinesiology
Karime Lorena Raygoza, Kinesiology
Kiersten Ciara Umbay Razon, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Jamila Hanah Reyes, Kinesiology
Jessica Karina Reyes, Kinesiology
Joshua Adam Ririe, Kinesiology
Brendan Roanoke, Kinesiology
Vajae Brandia Robinson, Kinesiology
Christopher-Raul Rios Rodriguez, Kinesiology
Vanessa Marie A. Rodriguez, Kinesiology
Samantha Isabella Ruiz, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Ebba Ryterstrom, Kinesiology (Summa Cum Laude)
Andrea Elizabeth Saavedra, Kinesiology
Tianna Rose Solanoa, Kinesiology (Magna Cum Laude)
Keityn Saleapaga, Kinesiology
Malaya Isabella G. Santos, Kinesiology
Whitney Nicole Saunders, Kinesiology
Elizabeth Eve Schmidt, Kinesiology
Dora Natalia Segura Lucio, Kinesiology (Magna Cum Laude)
Aspen Seifert, Kinesiology
Roniel Algo Semana, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Janzen Victoriano Sesaldo, Kinesiology
Serenity Shields, Kinesiology
Dillon James Shubert, Kinesiology
Rebecca Gabrielle Sierra, Kinesiology
Roberto Silva-Jaime, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Alexander Thomas Sisley, Kinesiology
Cierra Lindsey Slade, Kinesiology
Ally Mackenzie Smith, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Magna Cum Laude)
Vanessa I. Solis, Kinesiology
Marinna Soriano, Kinesiology
Kobe E. Stuart-Calvillo, Kinesiology
Gabriel Rivera Sturgell, Kinesiology
Sloane RaeAnn Saddeth, Kinesiology
Jane Agudong Tagaca, Kinesiology
Danica Tamayo, Kinesiology
Jodelyn Tarmu, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
James David Tate, Kinesiology
Andre Douglas Taylor, Kinesiology
Christopher L. Taylor, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Yohanna Tedros, Kinesiology
Jasmine Japarah Thorb, Kinesiology
Xiomara Torres, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Justin Truong, Kinesiology
Thurein Tun, Kinesiology
Genesis Stephanie Valadez, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Cameron Deon Valley, Kinesiology
Amber Vargas, Kinesiology
Nikoleta Ivanova Vasileva, Kinesiology
Karen Anne M. Velayo, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Lauren Bridgette Vergara, Kinesiology
Jaydon Michael Vigil, Kinesiology
Tara Ti Vu, Kinesiology
Briana Ruby Walker, Kinesiology
Brooke Melanie Wallace, Kinesiology
Adrian Warner, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Lance Savoy Webb, Kinesiology
Cameron James Weiskopf, Kinesiology
Malachi Antonio White, Athletic Training & Kinesiology
Taryn J. Whiting, Kinesiology
Nawal Jessica Yaser, Kinesiology
Ryan Bryan Zhou, Kinesiology

College of Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Arts
Renee-Jo Namoca Abelon, Psychology
Louisa Abrahamian, Psychology
Jordy Traver Acevedo, Political Science
Luis Acevedo, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Deborah Aceves, Psychology
Chelsea Adame, Sociology
Katsiaryna Afanasyeva, Psychology
Noemi Aguilar-Lopez, Psychology

Tommi Alexander, Political Science
Alaa Aljord, Psychology (Summa Cum Laude)
Brenna Michele Allen, Psychology
Peter Nagari Aloithio, Social Science Studies
Jorge Alfredo Jr., Psychology
Pablo E. Alvarado, English
Daniela Alvarez, Psychology
Garen Romeo Soria Alvarez, Anthropology
Hernan Alvarez-Sanchez, Political Science (Cum Laude)
Alina Amat Perez, Psychology
Gina Marie Anderson, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Estefanía Andrade, Psychology
Lea Antoine, French
Anthony Aguilar Anzilotti, Political Science
Yosellyne Aragon, Psychology
Jasyn Alexa Soriano Arce, Psychology
David Arnold, Political Science
Sonia Bhushan Arlokar, Psychology
Kieana Jean Michelle Arrington, Psychology
Varak Hratch Artinian, Psychology
Zane Gabriel Ashworth, History
Sarah Augente, Psychology
Ricardo Avelar, Psychology
Jason Brian Ayala, Psychology
Fitsum A. Ayele, Psychology (Summa Cum Laude) Research and Creative Honors
Adriana Baez, Psychology
Jessica Taylor Lee Baggett, Psychology
Sade K. Bagley, Psychology
Jelani askari Baker, Sociology
Emilea Anna Balen, Psychology
Troy Andrew Balko, Sociology
Patrick Wayne Stanley Ballard II, Sociology
John Barbasso Jr., Psychology
Vittoria Agnelli Barone, Psychology & Sociology
Essenyse Barnes, Psychology
Jordan Ray Ronan Barut, Psychology
Logan P. Bateman, English
Eulises De Jesus Beas-Santos, French
Ally Marie Beckwith, Political Science (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Ralph Bejarano, Social Science Studies
Maria L. Bement, Psychology
Naseem Benjelloun, Political Science
Juliet D. Berardinelli, Social Science Studies
Alyssa Bethea, Sociology
Denise Michelle Beverstein, English
Samantha Biedermann, Multidisciplinary Studies
Barry Anthony Bieker Jr., English
Princess A’yanna Bieri, Psychology
Brittany Carino Biggs, Asian and Asian American Studies
Mark Vincent Jaen Bito-onon, Psychology

College of Science
Vesna Blanusa, English
Chabelis Caridad Bolanos, Psychology
Neli Paola Boldt, Psychology
Aaron Henry Bollwinkel, Sociology
Matthew Ryan Bonesteel, History
Tatyana Bonilla, Psychology
Breanna Raeh Bonnefoy, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Essence M. Booker, Sociology
Rachel Borders, Multidisciplinary Studies
Miriam Sara Borvick, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Summer Victoria Bowie, English
Reilly Maureen Bowman, Psychology
Aubrey DeLeon Bradley, Political Science
Nijia Breiland, Multidisciplinary Studies
Joseph Robert Briscoe, Psychology
Alexia Mercedes Brown, Psychology
Audrey Ann Brown, Social Science Studies
Jordan Ryan Bruner, Sociology
Marcus Anthony Bryan, Multidisciplinary Studies
Alexis A. Bryant, English
Mikayla Christina Cabildo, English
Miranda Cameron, Psychology
Antonio Thomas William Cantoro, Political Science
Lesley Castro, Psychology
Alejandra Ceja-Solorzano, Sociology
Statia Marie Cermak, Psychology
Alexandra Susan Cervantes, Psychology
Li Ching Chao, Psychology
Vivian Adriana Chaparro, Psychology
Isis Sade Charles, Psychology
Almas Chaudhary, Psychology
Sofia Chavez, Political Science
Beverlyn Cheng, Psychology
Blane Tilahun Cheru, Psychology
Bijoux Cheun, English
Tiffany Ravy Chun, Psychology
Michelle Ladean Church, Romance Languages
Nicolas Clasen, Sociology
Spencer Cofer, History
Hallie Cole, Political Science
Opal Michele Cole, African American and African Diaspora Studies
Chloe Dawn Collins, Psychology
Cristina Nicole Colon, Psychology
Elena Elizabeth Conti, Psychology
Cherisa Conway, Sociology
Isaiah Austin Corona, Psychology
Quentin L. Crable, Social Science Studies
Brooke Monique Creer, English
Megan E. Cristal, Psychology
Steven Matthew Crump, History
Razhalei Mokihana Christine Cullen-Utu, Psychology
Gages Colin Curry, Anthropology
Beatriz Damil, English
Yasmeen Adel Daniel, Political Science
Angelina Dominique Daniels, Psychology
Dylan Daniel Davenport, Philosophy
Ilona Ursula Davis, Social Science Studies
Kiah Christine Dayton, Psychology
Brooke Elizabeth De Soto, Psychology
Kianah Therese Meneses Degala, Psychology
Danielle DeHosse, Social Science Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Isaac J. Delph, Psychology
Kaci Paige Demant, Philosophy
Jessica Grace Diaz, Psychology
Cameron Alexander Diffley, Psychology
Gent Dika, Multidisciplinary Studies
Christopher Dimang, English
Paula Dispa Hernandez, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Brittny Dixon, Sociology
Christa Jane Dixon, Anthropology
Sabrina Christine Dodgin, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Caroline Dotcheva, Psychology
Irie Rose Douville, Psychology
Maisie K. Drew-Flanagan, English
Kaytlyn Rae Dukart, Anthropology
Kaytlyn Rae Dukart, Psychology
Kameron Staynner Duke, Sociology
Dalton J. DuPre, History
Valeria Andrea Edler, Psychology
Alessandro Shant Eglence, Anthropology
Nadia Danielle Elizondo, Political Science
Trevor L. Ellis, Psychology
Janathea Singson Esporas, Sociology
Gabrielle Depenbrock Evans, Anthropology
William Stephen Ewell, Political Science
Weston Michael Ewing, Psychology
Marjani Anna Marie Fairchild, Anthropology
Aleah Michelle Fan, Psychology
Charlize Colle Paterna Fernandez, English
Kamilah Shari Fernandez, Psychology
Cheryl Lynn Ferra, Psychology
Abigail Stephanie Finch, Psychology
Allayna Marie Flight, History
Graciela Flores, Psychology
Norma Flores, Multidisciplinary Studies
Angelica Leane Flores Granados, Psychology
Shari Alexandria Forrest, Social Science Studies
Audrey Kathryn Foster, History
Riley Rebecca Froman, Psychology
Tracy Fuentes, English & Political Science (Magna Cum Laude)
University & Research and Creative Honors
Dylan Micahel Funk, Psychology
Pol Marcelo Galang, Psychology
Cynthia Kristina Gallegos-Garcia, English
James Ray Gamble Jr., Sociology
Elijah Justine Garcia, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Isaura Valeria Garcia, Anthropology (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Kia Destiny Garcia, German
Laura Maria Garcia Gallo, Psychology
Betsua M. Garcia-Trujillo, Psychology
Alivia Garganese, English
Cajsha Shontel Gatson, Sociology
Sara Gibbons, Psychology
Alexandria Goins-Walker, Political Science
Erin Michelle Gold, Psychology
Maile Davida Goldberg, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Zihan Gong, Psychology
Lesly Elizabeth Gongora, Anthropology
Janerah Marie Gonzales, Psychology
Daniel Gonzalez, Psychology
Grecia Gabriela Gonzalez, Psychology
Samantha Rylee Goodman, English
Kenedy Meg Gordon, Anthropology
Matthew Spencer Gore, Anthropology
Samantha Marie Gore, Philosophy
Amanda Caroline Gothard, Multidisciplinary Studies
Betty Castaneda Grace, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Emiko Alauna Graham, Political Science
Grace Greeley, Political Science
Descillia Azaneth Grubbs, Psychology
Dustin Porter Haas, Psychology
Gabrielle Mauiloaike'alohikeaonalani Cob Hackbarth, Psychology
Evan Russell Hadley, History (Cum Laude)
Emily Rose Hafen, English
Christopher Allen Hall Jr., Psychology
Tia Tiko Hemsley, African American and African Diaspora Studies & Philosophy
George Arcangel Hernandez, Psychology
Izabella Marie Hernandez, Psychology
Vanessa Hernandez, Sociology
Sarah Hicks, Psychology
Desiree Gabrielle Higgs, Political Science
Jordan Keshauhn Hill, Political Science
Nicole Ann Honold, History
Robert Charles Houston, English
Leslie Howard-Gutierrez, English (Cum Laude)
Morgan Brooke Hughey, Psychology
Huda M. Hussien, Psychology
Samantha Inserra, Anthropology
Rickey Darrius Jr. Jackson, Political Science
Martina Lyn Jacobo, Psychology
Victoria Jaime, Psychology
Robert Jarvie, English
Art Van Edward Albano Jerus, Psychology
Curran Singh Johal, Anthropology
Aricka Nichelle Johnson, Psychology
Erica Hanae Johnson, Psychology
Johnnah M. Johnson, Psychology
Mekdes Masayi Johnson, Psychology
Derrick Larye Jones Jr., History
Edward Charles Jones III, Anthropology
Brandi Kuulei Juan-Ringer, Psychology
Haley Lynn Summers Jump, Anthropology
Spencer Mickey Kahn, Sociology
Elizabeth Diane Kaminski, Psychology
Nicholas Charles Karagianakos, Psychology
Tracy Kealoha, Psychology
Kyle E. Kemper, Multidisciplinary Studies
Mikayla Nicole Khoury, Psychology
Brooke Elyse Killian, Multidisciplinary Studies
Robert Joseph King, Psychology
Dagen K. Kipling, English
Esti Jessica Klein, Psychology
Samantha Erin Kling, English
Theodora Kosaiyakanon, History
Melissa Jasmine Lafarga, Sociology
Annabelle Lafortez-Tirre, Sociology
Kennedy Michal Dean Land, Psychology
Louise Lansang, English, University Honors
Melissa D. Laughter, Political Science
Alicia Michele Lay, English (Summa Cum Laude)
Monserrat Maclavia Leal-Arcos, Psychology
Jared Coleman Lee, English
Kahyun Lee, Psychology, University Honors
Shannon Lavinia Lee, Psychology
Vida Wai Sum Lee, Psychology
Jacob J. Lenzini, English (Cum Laude)
Kimberly Lilian Lerner, Anthropology (Cum Laude)
Alyssa Elizabeth Lewis, Psychology
Nicolas Likulia Metusala, Multidisciplinary Studies
Brianna Lindsey, Psychology
Jennifer Lo, Sociology
Peyton Angelina Lonardo, Political Science
Bibiana R. Lopez, English
Grecia Lopez, History
Lindsay Nicole Lopez, Psychology
Monique Lopez, Psychology
Sebastian Lozano, Political Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Nallely Ithzamar Lozoya, History (Magna Cum Laude)
Yutong Lu, Psychology
Kyllynn Renee Luna, Psychology
Matthew James Maanao, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Meghan Khaya Villapania Macabali, Psychology
Tyler Aleah Maddox, English
Ada Bella Mafra Ugarte, Psychology
Micah Makahiapo Nike Magallanes, Asian and Asian American Studies
Jonathan Rajendra Maharaj, Psychology
Tuqa Saad Mahdy, Psychology
Anna Mangasarian, Political Science
Jennifer Sandy Martinez, Asian and Asian American Studies
Karissa Hope Martinez, Psychology
Karla Angelic Martinez, Psychology
Janaea Mason, Psychology
Sean Patrick Maynard, English
Jamie McAleer, Psychology
Alexis Chereighan McCarthur, Psychology
Jada Nevonne McDonald, English
Jesse James McKanna, Political Science
Emily Deamron McPherson, Sociology
TsonSeleshi Mekonnen, Psychology
Vivianna Mendoza, Psychology
Maria Isabel Mercado Rosas, English
Leanne Marie Messimer, Psychology
Geraldine Metayer, Psychology
Raeanna Meyer, Psychology
Nicole Meza, Psychology
Brianna Leigh Milton, Psychology (Summa Cum Laude)
Danyelle Annalise Minor, Psychology
Jonee Simone Minor, Psychology
Silvio Ernesto Mirabal Torres, Anthropology
Mirna Artizhi Moctezuma-Reyes, Psychology
Mariah Sheri Moore, Psychology
Thomas Hakeem Moore-EL, Psychology
Cynthia Moreno-Robles, English (Cum Laude)
Seth Mason Morton, Political Science
Iman Motlagh Motlagh Arani, Psychology
Heather Lynn Moyer, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Layla Muhammad, English
Rachel Mulet Pineda, English
karla Nicole Muneton, Psychology
Duaa Murtaza, Political Science
Mary Joseph Madayag Narciso, Psychology
Kamila Nasereddin, English
Leeann Yacob Nasrallah, English
Jazmine Monique Nelson, Psychology
Samuel Aaron Newberry, Psychology
Rebecca Michele Newcomb, English
Ambershay Nezey, Social Science Studies
Natalie Sarany Ngov, Psychology
Karissa Chiyumi Nguyen, Political Science
Nicholas Kyle Nguyen, English
Jessica Marie Noriega, Psychology
Erika Jasmin Nunez, English (Cum Laude)
Holly Suzanna O'Donnell, Multidisciplinary Studies
Alex Lawrence Osterting, Philosophy
Kiara Kealani-Rose O'Keefe, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Allora Lynn Oswalt, Psychology
Kritsia Ashley Owens, Anthropology
Shizuka Ozaki, Multidisciplinary Studies
Charles Albert Pachas Jr., Multidisciplinary Studies
Johntay J. Padilla, Anthropology
Daynesha Parker, Psychology
Silvia Parra-Solis, Political Science
Shannon Blythe Patchin, Social Science Studies
Kalani Hydia Patrick, Psychology
Isabelle Alina Pavese, Psychology
Cameron Isaias Pereira, Psychology
Joseph Alexander Perez, Philosophy
Amanda Jane Perrot, Psychology
Isabelle Picazo, Anthropology
Noah John Takeo Pilotin, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Alexandra I. Pineda, Psychology
Zoe Michele Pinson, Psychology
Dominick Curtis Polish, Multidisciplinary Studies
Michael Louis Polish, Multidisciplinary Studies
Sandra Ponce, Sociology
Jessica Noemi Ponce-Ruelas, Psychology
Andrew P. Pregosin, Psychology
Ruben E. Pulido Jr., Political Science
Maryam Syeda Qazi, English (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Haley Joe Quesada, English
Tracey Heather Bautista Quiminiano, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Natasha R. Quiñonez-Gajda, English
Emily Ramirez, Political Science
Alba Kristina Ramos, Political Science
Bianca J. Rand, Psychology
Diana Razo-Romero, Psychology
Vivienne Rachele Reschman, Political Science
Becca Nyonyintono Rice, Sociology
Corryn Ruth Richardson, Political Science
Katelynn S. Richardson, English (Cum Laude)
Jasmyn E. Riley, Multidisciplinary Studies
Monica Rivera, Psychology
David Alexander Robles, Psychology
Karin Steven Rodriguez, Philosophy
Marisela Rose Rodriguez, Psychology
Mishel Rojas, Psychology
Isaiah Alexander Romero, Political Science
Annika Lin Roseen, Psychology
Riley Silvio Rouw, Political Science
Jordyn Shydi Rowlett, English
Jennifer Michelle Rubio, Sociology
Nicholas Zuley Ruiz, Psychology
Nicholas Rupp, Sociology
Kaycee Marcelino Sadsad, Psychology (Cum Laude) University Honors
Naseem Khalil Saklaoui, Political Science
Aleksai Leannon Saladino, Social Science Studies (Cum Laude)
Estive Salazar Sr., English
Nahzi Nuwr’El Salih, Psychology
Shaileeperable Salinas, Anthropology
Alexa Isabella Salomon, Psychology
Nicole Victoria Sampugnaro, Psychology
Isidro Sanchez Sr., Psychology
Laisha Sanchez Espitia, Psychology
Natalie Sandoval, Psychology
Briana Santana, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Cinthya B. Santiago Vega, English
Lorena Sarabia, English (Cum Laude)
Lorena Sarabia, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Marzee J. Sattwhite, Sociology
Josiah Amos Schotborgh, English
Mahisha Mohottige Sedere, Psychology
Laurelyne Delphine Seguin, Anthropology
Andrew Hernandez Serna, Political Science
Scott Michael Severson, History
Mackenzie Shelton, Sociology
Leilah Shephard, Anthropology
Trevor Allan Sherwood, Anthropology
Ethan Garrick Shugars, Sociology
Jacob Anthony Siao, Psychology (Summa Cum Laude)
Jessica Elizabeth Silva, Multidisciplinary Studies
Merci J. Silva-Acosta, Spanish (Magna Cum Laude)
Aarian Danella Simmons, French
Christopher William Sims, English
Robert Angelo Sinclair, Social Science Studies
Kathleen Terese Smith, Sociology
Mildred Smith, Psychology
Andrew Smith Kopich, Psychology
William Cole Smithers, Psychology
Michelle Anahy Sosa, Political Science
Roderick Spenner, Psychology
Danielle Nicole Starkman, Psychology
Sydney Patience Stevens, Psychology
Sydney C. Stoddard, English (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Bryce Austin Storbakken, History
Hailey Marie Story, Psychology
Kenzie Kathleen Sullivan, Psychology
Snopha Rachel Sunil, Psychology
Kuuleialoha Kamaluonalani Tachibana, Psychology
Julian Luis Tamayo, Philosophy
Maleena Tamken, Psychology
Allison Taylor, Psychology
Tiffany Tejido, Psychology
Knute Riley Thompson, History
Kymira Jalia Da’vae Threats, Psychology
Constance Twyla Thurm, Psychology (Summa Cum Laude)
Kyle Sabrina Torres, Anthropology
Betzabeth Torres Rios, Psychology
Ashlee Kathy Tovar, Psychology, University Honors
An My Tran, English
Summer Tran, Political Science
Catherine Ann Traylor, Psychology
Duncan Michael Trekas, History
Mailea Laroya Tremblay, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Ava Raquel Trompeter, Psychology, University Honors
Annika Marie Usgaard, English
Giavanna Marie Uvari, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Rachel Valdez Rodriguez, Psychology
Angel Lee Valentine, Sociology
Natalie Juliani Valenzuela, Psychology
Jainely Gallos Vallejo, Psychology
Iris Pamela Vargas, Political Science
Kennedy Clark Varney, Psychology
Alexandra Lane Pillena Vasquez, Psychology
Fernando Vedelago Capellini, Multidisciplinary Studies
Darla Eve Veitch, Psychology
Ryan James Verano, Psychology
Alexa Yajaira Villanueva, Psychology
April Visser, Multidisciplinary Studies
Cierra Bliss Wachtel, English
Emma Nicole Wahlenmaier, Psychology
Jessica Paige Walesa, History
Ciana Jaide Walters-Thomas, Psychology
Jesse James Welsh, Asian and Asian American Studies
Alexzia Jeanette Williams, Psychology
Kaija Phyllicia-Nicole Williams, Psychology
Shantel N. Williams, Psychology
Lydia Ann Wolfe, Anthropology
Zidonia Marie Wong, Sociology (Summa Cum Laude)
Marisa Edith Wrobleski, Psychology
Jialin Wu, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Wenlang Xie, Psychology
Austin Thomas Yanoti, Political Science (Cum Laude)
Danielle Mei Ling Yau, Psychology
Tyler Ryan Youngblood, Psychology
Clement Matthew Ziroli III, Political Science
Alyssa Nicole Zuluaga, Psychology

School of Nursing

Bachelor of Science
Miranda Kaye Achaval, Nursing
Alejandra Acosta-Rodriguez, Nursing
Franchesca Tatiana Adams, Nursing
Samantha Julia Aliberti, Nursing
Perla Guadalupe Aparicio Abaytes, Nursing
Kyan Ashabi, Nursing
Elizabeth Mariah Espiritu Atis, Nursing
Alessandra Marie Catalan Baldono, Nursing
Laura Berenice Becerra Vega, Nursing
Alurea Nicole Bond, Nursing
Hamlet A. Bonife, Nursing
Camila Breto-Vivas, Nursing
Ysabel Beatrice Buenaventura, Nursing
Brandon James Maliwat Bugay, Nursing
Leandro Miguel Bustos, Nursing
Charlene Sacdal Caingcoy, Nursing
Angela Fernanda Camarena, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Kimberly Martha Carrillo, Nursing
Kyle Sebastian Manlosa Casis, Nursing
Bianca Gabriele Bata Cea, Nursing
Julien Cristin Cruz Cervania, Nursing
Eloy Cervantes Jr., Nursing
Gabriela Cervantes, Nursing
Tiffany Caylee Chan, Nursing
Timothy K. Chan, Nursing
Wenyi Chan, Nursing
Jennifer Chang, Nursing
Denny Choi, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Wai Ki Chung, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Brielle Rosalind Clarke, Nursing
Renee Michelle Domingo Coronel, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Roman Redondo Cruz, Nursing
Marielle Anne Cuenca, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Alyssa Danielle Culbertson, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Autumn Starr Davis, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Isabelle Therese Del Rosario, Nursing
Angeljoy Diego, Nursing
Katherine Esther Dimaya, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Kathleen Nicole Lim Doble, Nursing
Valerie Don, Nursing
Kristal Joem Acero Dullano, Nursing
Deshtinee Pascual Ebiya, Nursing
Maya Lynne Ellsworth, Nursing
Areti Escobedo, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Maxine Angelique Victa Evaristo, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Jerome Eugene Valino Fajardo, Nursing
Abbygail P. Feliciano, Nursing
Allyrose P. Feliciano, Nursing
Jana Rae Felix, Nursing
Gwyneth Nicole Baterna Fernandez, Nursing
Carlos Alberto Flores, Nursing
Sabrina Eleonor Flores, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Andrea Carlina Burgonio Formoso, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Bryce Thomas Foster, Nursing
Victoria Bo-Ram Foster, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Matthew Jared Galilea, Nursing
Alexis Denise Galvan, Nursing
Andrea Zazil Garcia, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Edgar Christian Domocol Garcia, Nursing
Jan Matthew Dela Cruz Garcia, Nursing
Junel-Alexa Gelacio, Nursing
Gabriel Griego, Nursing
Emily Maria Guizar, Nursing
Kristine Sevilleja Gumpal, Nursing
Jazel Jalbuena Gutierrez, Nursing
Laila Gorgette Hanna, Nursing
Marisol Adalgisa Henderson, Nursing
Brianna Lynn Hermann, Nursing
Erika Hernandez-Acevedo, Nursing
Lauren Kristina Hirsch, Nursing
Houston Frances Howard, Nursing
Annie Dabin Hur, Nursing
Emily Dawn Janokowicz, Nursing
Nika Jenabi, Nursing
Arlyn Maria Jimenez-Lauret, Nursing
Kate Lourdes Katigbak, Nursing
Sarah Kim, Nursing
Steve June-Ki Kim, Nursing
Julia Larsen, Nursing
Jungmin Lee, Nursing
Annie Liang, Nursing
Andrea Luise Boquieren Lim, Nursing
Tiffany Buu Lu, Nursing
Jose Manuel Lugo, Nursing
Andrew C. Luong, Nursing
Rachelle Lyn Alhambra Macaranas, Nursing
Melissa Mitz Alano Macato, Nursing
Kamaile Misako Maeda, Nursing
Taylor Brooke Majidi, Nursing
Sydney Leigh Mallad, Nursing
Sylah Reah Alcantara Mamaclay, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Ehdzky-Ray Macalinao Manzano, Nursing
Angelica Joy Mateo, Nursing
Nicholas Matthew Mcmurray, Nursing
Merid Ayele Mekonnen, Nursing
Allysha Belle Melocoton, Nursing
Corin De Jesus Mercado, Nursing
Destiny Joy Mikroulis, Nursing
Madhavi Mirpuri Silva, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Catherine Mitchell Moreno, Nursing
Ryker Kalani Sanidad Moriwaki, Nursing
Kylie Miku Morrison, Nursing
Ashlyne Rose Donovan Moser, Nursing
Sirithon Namboonruang, Nursing
Zaria Simone Nobles, Nursing
Dorothy Ruth O’Brien, Nursing
Sofia Ochoa, Nursing  
Priscilla Soo Oh, Nursing  
Lincoln Joseph Katsumi Oishi, Nursing (Cum Laude)  
Pauline Anne Zamora Opelac, Nursing  
Reet Pabla, Nursing  
Nicole Alcazar Pagdonsolan, Nursing  
Marina S. Parsom, Nursing  
Lissett Stephanie Peralta-Perez, Nursing  
Chelsea Marie Cortez Perez, Nursing  
Dilon Lewis Petersen, Nursing  
Jocelyn May Peterson, Nursing (Cum Laude)  
Phuong Uyen Pham, Nursing  
Dustin W. Poe, Nursing  
Carolyn Elizabeth Power, Nursing  
Stephanie Rose Prasad, Nursing  
Alessandra Nichole Marzo Quiroz, Nursing  
Jerome Partido Quitalig, Nursing  
Janelle Lopez Rafanan, Nursing  
Ryan Roland Rafanan, Nursing  
Miranda Elena Ramirez, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Jessica Karina Reyes, Nursing  
Paula Katrina Mag-Isa Reyes, Nursing  
Jolina Marie Richardson, Nursing  
Guadalupe Rios, Nursing  
Naomi Angelique Rivera, Nursing  
Liliana Rodriguez, Nursing  
Robert Rosgen, Nursing  
Erika Joy Sagum, Nursing  
Ryan Quilon Santiago, Nursing (Cum Laude)  
Lilia Jade Santos, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)  
Cassidy Lynn Schnitzler, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)  
Cynthia Marie Schofeld, Nursing (Summa Cum Laude)  
Anthony Frank Schrecengost, Nursing  
Erin Sheehan, Nursing  
Ye Eun Shin, Nursing (Cum Laude)  
Laura Masae Slater, Nursing  
Natalie Solano, Nursing  
Rian Miguel Alicante Soria, Nursing  
Raiven Alexandria Sowell, Nursing  
Sarah Lynn Spalding, Nursing  
Joseph C. Sweeten, Nursing  
Alexandra Elizabeth Talley, Nursing  
Cassandra -Jillian Raquedan Tamayo, Nursing  
Nikole Reene Taylor, Nursing  
Jaidan Armiah Thigpen, Nursing (Cum Laude)  
Soumida Vannasing, Nursing  
Sophia Noriko Ward, Nursing  
Casey Marquez Yamane, Nursing  
Leilani Akiko Yamanouchi, Nursing  
Alondra Ysita, Nursing  

**School of Public Health**

**Bachelor of Science**

Abrianna Ranada-Kennyle Banks, Healthcare Administration  
Kidest Berhan, Public Health  
Leyla Bilal, Healthcare Administration  
Sheri Ann Broussard, Public Health  
Joycelene Mangoba Bumagat, Healthcare Administration (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Jordyn Patryce Carlin, Healthcare Administration  
Victoria Anne Collins, Healthcare Administration  
Reuel Kawi De Castro Jr., Healthcare Administration  
Maria Guadalupe De La Torre, Healthcare Administration  
Natalya Larisa DeCicco, Public Health  
Dalanda Mariam Diallo, Public Health  
Hailey Ephrem, Public Health  
Olivia Andrea Fasano, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)  
Diana Sarai Gonzalez Perez, Healthcare Administration  
Parsa Ahmad Khawari, Public Health  
Alya Janet Kretchman, Public Health  
Brorina Christina Lomax, Public Health  
Nikole Markee Maestas, Healthcare Administration  
Raquelle Mae Malicdem, Healthcare Administration  
Matthew Mar, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)  
Tsion Seleshi Mekonnen, Healthcare Administration  
Mikhayla Elan Milner, Public Health  
Kimberly Joy Serrano Narciso, Public Health  
Sophia Navarrete, Public Health  
Aria Mateen Nicknam, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)  
Venessa Oluchi Osuagwu, Healthcare Administration  
Kairi Renae Santos Pangelinan, Healthcare Administration  
Alberny M. Perkins, Healthcare Administration  
Mike Manuel Ramos, Public Health  
Jasmine Vicente Rivera, Healthcare Administration  
Kira Alexis Roby, Healthcare Administration  
Rebecca Nicole Romero, Public Health  
Erika Ellen Rudder, Public Health  
Lana Marina Sachs, Public Health  
Emberly Abigail Sevilla, Public Health  
Naomi G. Shiferaw, Public Health  
Eric James Sigala, Public Health  
Malachi Snead, Healthcare Administration  
Laurren Ashley Takahata, Healthcare Administration  
Stephanie Villanueva, Public Health  
Ke’ila Danielle Williams, Healthcare Administration  
Sara M. Wondem, Healthcare Administration  

**College of Sciences**

**Bachelor of Arts**

Ryusuke C. Abe, Mathematics
Matthew Jonathon Cook, Chemistry
Debbie Faupel, Mathematics
Savannah Jo Hunnicutt, Mathematics
Kayana Pkye Khounsavat, Chemistry
Rebeka Ojakhyan, Chemistry

Bachelor of Science
Aram Aghadjanian, Biological Sciences
Brynn Ivy Aguillard, Biological Sciences
Stormie Natalie Alterman, Mathematics
Justin Michael Alvarez, Physics
Ola M. Alwazani, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Megan Michelle Ambridge-Weghorst, Biological Sciences
Joaana Marie Ancheta, Biological Sciences
Blake K. Arakaki, Mathematics (Cum Laude)
Audrey Anna Arnold, Biological Sciences
Mariah Leann Esteban Baguyo, Biological Sciences
Ali Balooch, Mathematics
Natnael Solomon Basazinew, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum
Laude) Research and Creative Honors
Rita Bouabdo, Biological Sciences
Kaasee Lanna Bourne, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude)
University & Research and Creative Honors
Madison Taylor Bray, Earth & Environmental Science
Erica Michelle Brescia, Biological Sciences
Geno Robart Brown, Mathematics
Francis Bui, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Benyapha Bunyasitphichai, Biochemistry
Luis Fernando Burgos Banchs, Biological Sciences
Wald Cabriales, Physics
Raynalene Vizconde Callado, Biological Sciences
Jose Guadalupe Campos, Geology
Chanelle Yoyo Cao, Biological Sciences
Lydia Nicole Carle, Biochemistry
Che Fung Andy Chan, Biological Sciences
Gaelan Matvey Chen, Mathematics
QiQi Chen, Biochemistry (Cum Laude) University Honors
Bijoux Cheun, Biological Sciences
Joshua Baik Cho, Biological Sciences
Jakob Joel Clark, Biological Sciences
Fatoumata Bintou Coulibaly, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude)
University Honors
Valerie Orestell Croswhite, Earth & Environmental Science
(Magna Cum Laude)
Nastasija Damjanovic, Chemistry
Jaydin K. Darling, Biological Sciences
Anessa David, Biological Sciences
Monica De La Cruz, Mathematics
Anthony Michael DeFrank, Geology
Madylyne Rose Dey, Biological Sciences
Angie Diaz, Physics
Danielle Dichoso, Biological Sciences

Eva Marie Mendoza Digan, Biological Sciences
Dana Angelica Valenzuela Dimzon, Biological Sciences
Jordan Nicole Dyer, Biological Sciences
Jazzmine East, Biological Sciences
Omar Elshaal, Chemistry
Aurora Emini, Biological Sciences
Ivet Escamilla Franco, Earth & Environmental Science
Bryan Fernandez, Biological Sciences
Cheryl Lynn Ferra, Biological Sciences
Miriam Gaeta-Robles, Biological Sciences
Evelyn Paola Garcia Contreras, Biological Sciences
Betsuai M. Garcia-Trujillo, Biological Sciences
Dmitri Generoso, Biological Sciences
Sara Getchew, Biological Sciences
Justin Joseph Giese, Biological Sciences
Angelica Gil, Biological Sciences
Jame Girdpool, Biological Sciences
Steven John Glover, Mathematics
Elijah Charles Graves, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Isaac Alejandro Greenberg, Biological Sciences
Danielle E. Greene, Earth & Environmental Science
Jaslyn Mallah Hak, Biological Sciences
Mikhail Harbacheuski, Biological Sciences
Rhett L. Harmon, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Arveik Harutyunyan, Biological Sciences
William Davis Hatchett, Biochemistry
Zachary Thomas Hattori, Biological Sciences
Elijah Joseph Hepler, Earth & Environmental Science
Efren Heredia, Biochemistry
Daniela Itzel Hernandez, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Cosset Hernandez Pena, Biological Sciences
Logan M. Hertz, Biochemistry
Trae Hill, Biological Sciences (Summa Cum Laude)
Minh Dang Hoang, Biochemistry
Thong Dang Hoang, Biochemistry
Candice M. Ingle, Earth & Environmental Science
Andres O. Ingram-Estanes, Biological Sciences
Alexandra Marie Johnson, Biological Sciences
Minsang Joo, Biological Sciences
Michelle Vannyda Kham, Biological Sciences
Hunter Kayvon Kilgore, Earth & Environmental Science
Nicole Kim, Biological Sciences
Michael Anthony Klauss, Earth & Environmental Science
Josh Ryan Bernadas Lacson, Biological Sciences
Louise Lansang, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Shane Kristopher Larsen, Mathematics
Jacqueline Lazcano, Biochemistry
Melissa Le, Biological Sciences (Summa Cum Laude) University &
Research and Creative Honors
Mercedes Le, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Jennifer Leal - Flores, Earth & Environmental Science
Kahyun Lee, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Michael Jet Lee, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Brandon Leon, Biological Sciences
Joshua J. Leonard, Biological Sciences
Gina Rene LeTang, Chemistry
Siying Li, Biochemistry
Leslie Sinahi Lucaz Garcia, Biochemistry
Phuong Anh Luongova, Biological Sciences
Chyrstal Madigan-Curtis, Chemistry
Ada Bella Mafra Ugarte, Biological Sciences
Azeem Mahmood Majid, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Sean Solomon Marchewski, Earth & Environmental Science
Justin Martin, Mathematics (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Gabriella Maria Martinez, Chemistry
Arturo Mata-Landeros, Biological Sciences
Gabriela Angelique McLeod Camargo, Biological Sciences
Edwin Menjivar, Biological Sciences
Maritza Isabel Menjivar, Earth & Environmental Science
Mohammad Helal Mohammad Farid, Biological Sciences
Kira Nalani Mollus, Biological Sciences
Kaloyan N. Momchilov, Biological Sciences
Juan Manuel Mondragon, Biological Sciences
Sergio Daniel Monroy, Mathematics
Matthew Kyle Moore, Biological Sciences
Kimberly Xiomara Moran, Biological Sciences
Jilian Lauren Morejon, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude) University Honors
Gabriela Esther Motta, Earth & Environmental Science
Kamila Nasereddin, Biological Sciences
Stephanie Nava, Biological Sciences
Karen Nava Gonzalez, Biological Sciences
John Jr Somsack Noochan, Biological Sciences
Ery Flint Ruaya Odoya, Biological Sciences
Jessica Lynn Sundick, Biological Sciences
Christopher Lee Tan, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Eileena Lynn Tan, Biological Sciences
Kirsten Tan, Mathematics (Magna Cum Laude)
An My Tran, Biological Sciences
Gabrielle Rae Magpantay Reyes, Biological Sciences
Kylee Reyes, Biological Sciences (Summa Cum Laude)
Sarah A. Rivera, Biochemistry (Cum Laude) University Honors
Lucia Romero, Biological Sciences
Ashley Lynn Ross, Earth & Environmental Science
Rey Ruiz, Biological Sciences
Ranien Samir S, Biological Sciences
Angela Vianey Salas, Earth & Environmental Science
Rosa Sandoval, Biological Sciences
Alyssa Michelle Santors, Biological Sciences
Kimberly N. Savage, Geology
Alexis Schotik, Biological Sciences
Alisha Nicole Schultz, Biological Sciences
Madeline Jean Shields, Mathematics
Sang Hyup Shin, Biological Sciences
Shivangi Sinha, Biological Sciences (Summa Cum Laude) Research and Creative Honors
Isaiah Matthew Smith, Physics
Rebecca Dyan Smith, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Edmer Ryan Ramos Soriano, Earth & Environmental Science
Carlos Andres Sosa-Alvarez, Biological Sciences
Miah Una Strelnauer, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Arian Christian Tomol Tolentino, Physics
Matthew Lee Toman, Geology
An My Tran, Biological Sciences
Katie Quynh Trinh, Biological Sciences
Tiffany Mai Trinh, Chemistry
Raven Angelique Jabar Uy, Biological Sciences
Katrina DeForrest Valadez, Biological Sciences
Chloe A. Valdez, Biological Sciences
Savanna Jade Verry, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Casadie Devian Tertaje Vida, Biological Sciences
Fazila Wajid, Biological Sciences
Edna Njeri Wanene, Biological Sciences
Emilie Baongoc Ton, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Nathan Elli Origines Yosores, Mathematics
Greenspun College of Urban Affairs

Bachelor of Arts
Desiree Nicole Adams, Communication Studies
Dianna Ruby Agundez, Criminal Justice
Trinidad Alarcon, Communication Studies
Melissa T. Alcantar, Criminal Justice
Trey Alexander, Communication Studies
Adonia L. Allen-Versosa, Criminal Justice & Journalism and Media Studies
Naomi Lee Alvarado, Communication Studies
Yahaira Isabella Alvarado, Criminal Justice
Demetria Grace Angulo, Criminal Justice
Maria Sofia Antillon Noriega, Criminal Justice
Danielle Rey Apostolec, Criminal Justice
Alexandra Brook Archambeau, Communication Studies & Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
Karina Ardon-Elias, Journalism & Media Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Jose Alejandro Arellanos-Vargas, Criminal Justice
Derrick Wellington Ashford II, Criminal Justice
Theresa Atimalala, Criminal Justice
Andrew Robert Babcock, Criminal Justice
Alycia Sun Hee Jean Bakke, Communication Studies
Illiana Elizabeth Banellos, Criminal Justice & Journalism and Media Studies
Crystal Jasmine Barajas, Journalism & Media Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Anne Christin Barroso, Criminal Justice
Christopher J. Bauman, Criminal Justice
Yancy Bayoro, Criminal Justice
Liya Asefa Belay, Communication Studies
Ganny Beltoni, Journalism & Media Studies (Cum Laude)
Maury Yerandy Beltran, Criminal Justice
Elizabeth Ashley Bennett, Criminal Justice
Marlene Aide Bonilla, Journalism & Media Studies
Lucia Bravo Garcia, Criminal Justice
Michael Donald Bray, Communication Studies
Kristina Alicia Brown, Criminal Justice
Jasmin Bryant, Journalism & Media Studies
Samantha Kate Buckley, Communication Studies
Lei Caldejon, Journalism & Media Studies
Miranda Cameron, Criminal Justice
Zachary Alan Campbell, Communication Studies
Pedro Cantu, Criminal Justice
John Capehart, Communication Studies
Johanna Alicia Carrasco-Lopez, Criminal Justice
Cameron Drew Carter, Criminal Justice
Kohl Thomas Carvalho, Journalism & Media Studies
Cathleen Michelle Castillo, Criminal Justice
Mayra Castillo, Criminal Justice
Matthew Garcia Castro, Criminal Justice
Statia Marie Cermak, Criminal Justice
Almas Chaudhary, Criminal Justice
Douglas Gerardo Chavez, Journalism & Media Studies
Jorge Chavez Jr., Criminal Justice
Ingrid Chen, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Emily Lynn Cintron, Criminal Justice
Christopher William R. Clark, Journalism & Media Studies (Cum Laude)
Joshua Anthony Clark, Communication Studies
Chamira Janee Cockerham, Criminal Justice
Aniea Tiandra Collins, Journalism & Media Studies
Francis Giovanna Contreras, Criminal Justice
Karina Nicole Cook, Communication Studies
Alexis Maria Cornejo-Peril, Criminal Justice
Brianna Eleni Cossio, Criminal Justice
Dalma Beatriz Cruz Martinez, Criminal Justice
Zyzaac Dorian Daniel, Criminal Justice
Manuel Alejandro Davila, Criminal Justice
Qualita U. Davis, Criminal Justice
Maximillien De Beni-Kallweit, Communication Studies
Brian De Leon, Criminal Justice
Santino Thomas Degeorge, Communication Studies
Alvin-Jordan Casao Dela Llana, Communication Studies
David Michael Denk, Journalism & Media Studies
Meagan Louie Dennis, Criminal Justice
Christian Mathew Derosas, Criminal Justice
Daniella Nicole Desio, Communication Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Harmony DeYoung, Communication Studies
Karen Judith Diaz, Communication Studies
Lauren Diemdowicz, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
Jayson Andrew DiMizio, Criminal Justice
Michaela Doty, Communication Studies
Amity Sara Eckmann, Criminal Justice
Kaelee Edmond, Criminal Justice
Michelle Ekanger, Criminal Justice
Diego Francisco Escobar, Journalism & Media Studies
Katherin Espinoza-Hernandez, Criminal Justice
Jonae Diane Etchebarren, Criminal Justice
Saveria Rose Farino, Journalism & Media Studies
Jared Ryan Feldman, Journalism & Media Studies
Kamilah Shari Fernandez, Criminal Justice
Jacob Scott Fisher, Criminal Justice
Ray Allan Fletcher, Journalism & Media Studies
Jordan Danielle Foster, Criminal Justice
Sade Nicole Franklin, Criminal Justice
Tyler James Fukuroda, Communication Studies
Sanchai Funwilas, Criminal Justice
Brianna Gage, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Raymond Patrick Gallagher III, Communication Studies
Maria Ariana Garay, Criminal Justice
Emily Jane Rose Garcia, Criminal Justice
Aylin Izabeth Gardea, Criminal Justice
Marina Nicole Gedo, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
Nicole Yvonne Geraldo, Criminal Justice
Samer Ghafarji, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Melissa Marie Gill, Journalism & Media Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Isabelle Riley Gillam, Criminal Justice
Bridget Maire Gilmore, Criminal Justice
Jackelyne Gonzalez, Criminal Justice
Diana Sarahi Gonzalez Perez, Criminal Justice
Christina Elwanda Goodwin, Journalism & Media Studies
Maria Fernanda Milagros Goul, Criminal Justice
Hayli Louise Green, Journalism & Media Studies
Joseph W. Green, Criminal Justice
Justin Daniel Gudaz, Criminal Justice
Shania Powell Gunderson, Criminal Justice
Laurren Jenna Gutierrez, Criminal Justice
Piero Alessandro Gutierrez, Criminal Justice
Kristal Gutierrez Aguayo, Criminal Justice
Maria Florencia Hale, Criminal Justice
MaKenna Anne Hamblin, Criminal Justice
Timothy David Hanlon Jr., Journalism & Media Studies
Dugan Micheal Harkins, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Andrew Jay Hartland, Communication Studies
Rachel Ashley Headley, Communication Studies
Grace Stephanie Hernandez, Communication Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Alora Ann Hetherington, Criminal Justice
Phillip James Hill, Criminal Justice
Kaiser Roy Holmes, Criminal Justice
Isabella Diana Iacob, Criminal Justice
Veronica Beatriz Izquierdo-Montoya, Criminal Justice
Dariana A. Jackson, Criminal Justice
Quinnell Cessi'-Christopher Jones, Journalism & Media Studies
Crystal Darlene Juarez, Criminal Justice
Elizabeth Diane Kaminski, Criminal Justice
William Katz, Criminal Justice
Anthony Allen Keith, Criminal Justice
James Robert Kerr, Criminal Justice
Kyle Lee Ketchum, Criminal Justice
Lilli Anne Kreck, Criminal Justice
Grace Lavee Kuvvers, Criminal Justice
Tiana Dianne Lancaster, Criminal Justice
Christopher James Lawrence, Criminal Justice
Derek C. LeDuff, Criminal Justice
Minyinung Lee, Journalism & Media Studies
Melinda Sue Lesinsky, Communication Studies
Winston T. Lewis, Communication Studies
Rachel Lynn Lilly, Criminal Justice
Peyton Angelina Lonardo, Journalism & Media Studies
Alissa Rae Longenecker, Journalism & Media Studies
Erika I. Lopez, Journalism & Media Studies
Jorge Isaac Lopez, Journalism & Media Studies
Chloe Simone Love, Journalism & Media Studies (Summa Cum Laude)
Lizette Lozano, Communication Studies
Larissa Elizabeth Lynn, Criminal Justice
Libnii Jocabed Madrid, Communication Studies
Kaylah Marie Maese, Criminal Justice
Conner Richard Maloney, Communication Studies
Cassandra Jean Manuel, Criminal Justice
Matthew James Marano, Criminal Justice
Robert Samuel Marriott, Criminal Justice
Jacqueline Martinez, Criminal Justice
Jennifer Sandy Martinez, Journalism & Media Studies
Sandra Martinez, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Jenny Lysette Martin-Tepepate, Criminal Justice
Jesse Matuska, Journalism & Media Studies
Raymond Alexander McAllister III, Criminal Justice
Chantel Renay McCoy, Criminal Justice
Taige McCoy, Communication Studies
Susana De Toro McGee, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Andrea Dianne McGregor, Communication Studies
Sebastian Raymond Melendez, Criminal Justice
Christopher Melgar, Criminal Justice
Delaney Belem Melgarejo, Criminal Justice
Luis Antonio Mena, Criminal Justice
Kyle Brandon Metzger, Journalism & Media Studies
Ana Karen Meza, Journalism & Media Studies
Savannah Miller, Journalism & Media Studies
Da’Jai J’Naun Mitchell, Criminal Justice
Daniel John Monahan, Criminal Justice
Esther Montoya, Criminal Justice
Joel A. Morales, Criminal Justice
Molly Lynn Morer, Criminal Justice
Natalie Lucille Mossman, Criminal Justice
Fardin Mostaghim, Criminal Justice
Kiara Kathleen Murphy, Communication Studies
Gabriel Adrian D. Musngi, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Kendric Hiro Nakamura, Communication Studies
Leah Khaleed Nasser, Journalism & Media Studies
Katharine Day Newman, Journalism & Media Studies
Erina Pham Nguyen, Criminal Justice
Timothy James Niehaus, Communication Studies (Cum Laude)
Jonathan Samuel Oakes, Criminal Justice
Emily Elizabeth O’Keefe, Criminal Justice
Isioma Annette Okwueze, Journalism & Media Studies
Murad Omaish, Journalism & Media Studies
Teresa Ortiz Ortiz, Criminal Justice
Garrett K. Otoole, Journalism & Media Studies
Alexis Rose Otto, Criminal Justice
Kiara Monae Palmer, Communication Studies
Marie Parant Squires, Journalism & Media Studies
Zania Nicole Parker, Journalism & Media Studies
Michelle Pastuna, Journalism & Media Studies
Gabriella Antoinette Peraza, Criminal Justice
Isabella Carolina Perez, Communication Studies
Marcella Xochilt Perez, Criminal Justice
Mason Xiavier Pete, Criminal Justice
Molly Hannah Peters, Journalism & Media Studies
Dominick Louis Pfau, Communication Studies
Sarah Nicole Pferdehirt, Communication Studies
Diane Lynn Polonsky, Journalism & Media Studies
Sarah Elisabeth Polvak, Communication Studies
Adinda Raquel Pratt, Criminal Justice
Gary Allen Pride Jr., Journalism & Media Studies
Valerie Pua, Communication Studies
Amalia Quinones, Criminal Justice
Shawn Michael Raboy Rabino, Criminal Justice
Maria A. Ramirez, Journalism & Media Studies
Bianca J. Rand, Communication Studies
Jonathan Randall, Journalism & Media Studies
Savannah Renee, Criminal Justice
Rhett Larry Lozano Rice, Criminal Justice
Angela Rodriguez, Criminal Justice
Cynthia Nayely Rodriguez, Journalism & Media Studies
Elizabeth Rodriguez, Criminal Justice
Merari Rosa Rodriguez, Criminal Justice
Avery E. Rogahn, Communication Studies
Cecilia Lucero Roman, Communication Studies
Shawn R. Roof, Communication Studies
Sebastian Prince Rooney, Communication Studies & Journalism and Media Studies
Kaianal‘i Pomaika‘i Rosa-Grace, Criminal Justice
Darcy Renee Rose, Criminal Justice
Meghan Grace Rountree, Criminal Justice
Mercedes Guadalupe Ruiz, Criminal Justice
Gabriela Saavedra-Ruiz, Criminal Justice
Barry Brian Sabine Jr., Journalism & Media Studies
Ana Nadine Saia, Journalism & Media Studies (Cum Laude)
Andrew Kyle Aquino Salazar, Criminal Justice
Nickholas Jordan Samano, Communication Studies (Cum Laude)
University Honors
Jennifer Sandusky, Criminal Justice
Andrew Jonathan Santiago Jr., Journalism & Media Studies
Jessie Eddy Santiago-Vasquez, Communication Studies
Jai Sarmiento, Communication Studies
Alexis Sengco, Criminal Justice
Omar Serna-Macias, Criminal Justice
Ishika Anjali Sharma, Journalism & Media Studies
Ian Michael Shaw, Journalism & Media Studies
James Jay Shaw III, Communication Studies
Taylor Alexa Shaw, Journalism & Media Studies
Brandon Silva, Criminal Justice
Christian Ceriq Smith, Journalism & Media Studies
Kamal Saintann Smith, Criminal Justice
Shannon Danielle Smith, Criminal Justice
Cydnie Rae Smothers, Criminal Justice
Chris Fernando Sosa Jr., Criminal Justice
Sandra Rosalia Sosa-Meza, Criminal Justice
Kaitlyn Nicole Sterling, Criminal Justice
Jennifer C. Stiles, Journalism & Media Studies
Breauna Jordan Stott, Journalism & Media Studies
Hristiana Stoyanova Stoyanova, Communication Studies
Madison Ann Sullivan, Journalism & Media Studies
Whitney A.G. Suppipat, Journalism & Media Studies
Nicholas Karl Sylvester, Journalism & Media Studies
Jose Francisco Tabares, Journalism & Media Studies
Anthony Frank Taddeo, Communication Studies
Taylor Shaye Milena Tagud, Journalism & Media Studies
Usiel Teran-Holguin, Journalism & Media Studies
Naomi Lynn Thompson, Communication Studies
Belen Torres, Criminal Justice
Brenda Torres, Criminal Justice
Chantal Torres, Criminal Justice
Tiffany Marie Torres, Criminal Justice
Tonja R. Toumasis, Criminal Justice
Travis Minh Tri Tran, Criminal Justice
Jacquelyn Mia Trujillo, Communication Studies & Criminal Justice
Kolo Kakala Uasike, Criminal Justice
Aline G. Uriostegui, Criminal Justice
Fiona Uyanguren, Criminal Justice
Ana A. Valero Prado, Communication Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Lydia Vazquez, Journalism & Media Studies
Kaycee Whitney Verville, Communication Studies
Saleena Vinton Cermak, Communication Studies
Nhu Nguyen Quynh Vu, Criminal Justice
Jaylen Eve Walker, Communication Studies
E’Aloni Ward, Journalism & Media Studies
Melvin Jeffrey Washington III, Communication Studies
Justin Tyler Webster, Communication Studies
Taylor Nicole White, Criminal Justice
Jade Williams, Communication Studies
Robert Jarvis Williams, Communication Studies
Alex Wright, Journalism & Media Studies
Marisa Edith Wrobleski, Criminal Justice
Erin Nicole Wynn, Journalism & Media Studies
Kaylyn Monique Yvonne Young, Communication Studies
Daniel Deon Youngblood, Criminal Justice
Alexandro Manuel Zavala, Communication Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Chelsea Marie Zeitziff, Journalism & Media Studies
Evelyn Zepeda, Criminal Justice
Adriana Lizette Zuniga, Journalism & Media Studies
**Bachelor of Science**
Andrea J. Black, Urban Studies (Cum Laude)
Gina Chayenne Candelario, Urban Studies
Danielle Renee Davidson, Urban Studies
Victoria DeLaGuerra Seaman, Urban Studies
Donnell Jude Nnaemeka Dike-Anukam, Urban Studies
Bruno S. Dos Santos, Urban Studies
Tonisha Nicole Harrell, Urban Studies
Brian Douglas Hubbell, Urban Studies (Summa Cum Laude)
Jelani Naeem Kamal, Urban Studies
Samantha Ashley Malone, Urban Studies
Wyatt Dana Marsalek, Urban Studies
Amii Kiela Mims, Urban Studies
Taylor Owens, Urban Studies
Miguel Ramos Jr., Urban Studies
Cantice Redding, Urban Studies
Elia Del Carmen Solano-Patricio, Urban Studies
Yessica Cortes Torres, Urban Studies
Kayla M. Weigel, Urban Studies
Jonathan Wiercinski, Urban Studies

**Bachelor of Social Work**
Janessa Debbie Adams, Social Work
Sarah Mae Garcia Agbilay, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Ursula Belen Ardon, Social Work
Gisel Esmeralda Arriaga Barrios, Social Work
Monica Avila, Social Work
Rhiana Carver, Social Work
Christina Danielle Cerrone, Social Work (Magna Cum Laude)
Jazmine Corvalan, Social Work
Geeline Davriane Datuin, Social Work
Bryce Christian Davis, Social Work
Ninna Andrea Diaz, Social Work (Summa Cum Laude)
Chilo Dore’, Social Work
Sarah Beth Engfer, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Hope Raye Freebourn, Social Work (Magna Cum Laude)
Carolina Garcia Gomez, Social Work
Amy Dayana Giron, Social Work
Autumn Rae Golthofer, Social Work (Magna Cum Laude)
Deisy Gonzalez, Social Work
Artesia Kyara Graham, Social Work
Florence Diallo Greene, Social Work
Ninotchka A. Harper-Bey, Social Work
Abigail Hannah Hinton, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Keith Roman Jackson, Social Work
Haelie Victoria Klinger, Social Work
Chloe Brenae Ledon, Social Work
Chloe Elizabeth LePore, Social Work
Alexis Yared Martinez, Social Work
Katelynn Martinez, Social Work
Kenneth Isauro Martinez-orendain, Social Work
Juan Carlos Mendoza, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Shelby Elizabeth Mitchell, Social Work
Mandy N. Monroe, Social Work
Mallory Jean Morast, Social Work
Ashley Amairane Pamatz, Social Work
Leeyana Angelica Pena-Dannenbring, Social Work
Elise Peterson, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Felisha Ann Pierce, Social Work
Suzanne Marisol Pyne, Social Work
Michale Jermaine Randolph, Social Work
Jazzlyn-Luz Rios Rodriguez, Social Work
Keleigh Rae Rollag, Social Work
Rosana Santos, Social Work
Christina Stephanie Saunders, Social Work
Nichole Marie Scheidt, Social Work
Anahi Tarango Escobar, Social Work
Josie Topete, Social Work (Magna Cum Laude)
Kaleah Kristen Vang, Social Work
Joshua David Weisbein, Social Work
Jameson Cole Weiskopf, Social Work
Vicaria Williams, Social Work
Lilia Marie Wilson-Rodgers, Social Work
Cattrinna Alexis-Leah Winston, Social Work
Tensaye Woldesenbet, Social Work
UNLV JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Conducted by Nathan Tanouye, Professor of Jazz Studies, UNLV School of Music

Gary Fowler – Vocals
Kurt Tumbagahan – Trumpet
Chris Ellis – Alto Saxophone
Eddy Sarabia – Tenor Saxophone
Micah Smith – Piano
Keegan Carter – Bass
Jose Andres Montero – Drums

ALMA MATER
(Composed by Eric Whitacre, Lyrics by Thomas Leslie and Robyn Lemon Chapman)

Alma Mater, we praise you
For Spirit, the eternal flame.
Strength which never falters,
A tribute to your name.

Alma Mater, we thank you,
Exalted Scarlet and Gray.
Truth and wisdom from your
Standard in our minds and hearts will stay.

Alma Mater, we cherish you.
And in days that are yet to be,
Our voices let us ever raise
In honor, U-N-L-V.
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas is proud to honor those who have served in the Armed Forces. Below is a list of veterans who are graduating.

**ARMY**

Arron Yirga Abay  
Zachary Willis Allen  
Hernan Alvarez-Sanchez  
Nijia Breiland  
Charisse D. Calma  
Anthony Giovannoni Coronado  
Caeson Dianiell  
Terrin Savante Estabillo  
Jacob Scott Fisher  
Beatriz E. Flores  
Dylan Micahel Funk  
Jan Matthew Dela Cruz Garcia  
Carlos Damian Gomez  
James E. Green  
Mike Allen Haeseker  
Vanessa Hernandez  
Juan Roberto Hurtado  
Michael John Javan  
Spencer Mickey Kahn  
Howard K. Kemple Jr.  
Witawas Levesque  
Meghan Khatya Villapania  
Macabali  
Matthew Mar  
Juan Carlos Mendoza  
Dennis Erwin Mitchell Jr.  
Manuel Antonio Montes III  
David Nakasone  
Mary Joseph Madayag Narciso  
Khoa Dang Nguyen  
Marisleidy Olazabal  
Silvia Parra-Solis  
Qadan Orion Pavlides  
Dustin W. Poe  
Alberto Rodriguez  
Robert Rosgen  
Omar Serna-Macias  
Natalie Solano  
Anthony Frank Taddeo  
Andrew Ryan Thiemann  
Amber Vargas  
Kareem Malcom Wilburn  
Xiaobai Zhang

**NAVY**

Michael McLeod Bisnar  
Michael A. Bos  
Roman Redondi Cruz  
Tatiana Marie Darrow  
Anthony Marcel Galka  
Gabriel Griego  
Valerie Tai Jing Kim  
Mason Xiavier Pete  
Christopher William Sims  
Kamal S. Smith  
Kayla L. Sweeney  
Tonja R. Toumasis  
Jesse James Welsh

**MARINE CORPS**

Rhiana Carver  
Denny Choi  
Christopher Gary Crosby  
Taylor Michel Diaz  
Troy Jason Gross  
Devon Daniel Joseph Lawrence  
Jennifer Sandy Martinez  
Joselyn Martinez Marin  
Luis Antonio Mena  
Giovannie Morales  
Cody Nicholas Stavrow Nielsen  
Garret Hayes Pardee  
Dilon Lewis Petersen  
Christopher-Raul Rios Rodriguez

**AIR FORCE**

Ian Aguilan  
Taylor Elizabeth Bauman  
Keith Takashi Beauvais  
Aubrey De’Leon Bradley  
Patrick James Browning II  
Vincent Russ Foronda Cabuhat  
Karson Ana'lyssa Chicvara  
Christopher William R. Clark  
Austin Linwood Danner  
David Michael Denk  
Ninna Andrea Diaz  
Sarah Beth Engfer  
Michael Goodwin  
Trae Hill  
Steven W. Junior II  
Ryan Evan Kahn  
Amanda Elizabeth Krause  
Alexander London  
Cassandra Jean Manuel  
Aaron Mihaljevich  
Dennis Erwin Mitchell Jr.  
Mandy N. Monroe  
Dorothy Ruth O’Brien  
Chelsea Marie Cortez Perez  
Riley Jorden Platt  
Dylan Michael Rader  
Meghan Grace Rountree  
Andrew Schwab  
Lindsay Elyse Seay  
Brandon Silva  
Austin Kumar Singh  
Jeremy Okeith Smith  
Raiven Alexandria Sowell  
Rachael Alexandra Thomas  
Knute Riley Thompson  
Matthew Lee Toman  
Ryan James Verano
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Honoree(s)</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Frank S. Wartman</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Malcolm Love</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Dean E. McHenry</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Herbert E. Grier</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lt. Gen. Frank T. Mildren</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Nevitt Sanford</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Francis H. Horn</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Bob Hope</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Howard W. Cannon</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Del E. Webb</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>David Bruce Dill</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Bishop Joseph Green</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gov. Mike O'Callaghan</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>No degree awarded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Walker R. Young</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Frank Church</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Sinatra</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Herman M. Greenspun</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>John C. Mowbray</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul F. Sharp</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Bart J. Bok</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Laxalt</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Daniel J. Boorstin</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wayne Newton</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Donald H. Baepler</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Waters</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Lucile Bruner</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rev. Caesar Caviglia</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank H. T. Rhodes</td>
<td>Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. Parry Thomas</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Vanda</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Simcha Dinitz</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major Gen. Robert E. Kelley</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerome Mack</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Wald</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>David P. Gardner</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jihan El-Sadat</td>
<td>Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diana Ross</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Theodore &quot;Ted&quot; Sanders</td>
<td>Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major Gen. R. G. &quot;Zack&quot; Taylor</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Marjorie A. Barrick</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas T. Beam</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph N. Crowley</td>
<td>Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>William Boyd</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Margaret Elardi</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elaine Wynn</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Artemus W. Ham Jr.</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>James I. Gibson</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>J. A. Tiberti</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Marvin Sedway</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Steve Wynn</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Christina Hixson</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Jean Nidetch</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fred W. Smith</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Takatoshi Takemoto</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claudine Williams</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simon Zentner</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1995  Kitty Rodman  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Richard Tam  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Melvin B. Wolzinger  
   Doctor of Laws  

1996  Brian Cram  
   Doctor of Education  
   Robert Laxalt  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

1997  Stanley E. Fulton  
   Doctor of Laws  

1998  Denise Scott Brown  
   Doctor of Letters  
   John Goolsby  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Barbara Greenspun  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Bob Miller  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Robert Venturi  
   Doctor of Letters  

1999  General Colin L. Powell  
   Doctor of Laws  
   James E. Rogers  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Louis Wiener Jr. (posthumously)  
   Doctor of Laws  

2000  Richard H. Bryan  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Wole Soyinka  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2001  William G. Bennett  
   Doctor of Laws  
   James H. Billbray  
   Doctor of Laws  
   James R. Dickinson (posthumously)  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Donald D. Snyder  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Emilie N. Wanderer  
   Doctor of Laws  

2002  John Irving  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Glenn Schaeffer  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   George Sidney (posthumously)  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Dr. Roman Zorn (posthumously)  
   Doctor of Laws  

2003  Anthony M. Marlon, M.D.  
   Doctor of Laws  
   William C. McCool (posthumously)  
   Doctor of Science  
   Anthony E. Zuiker  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2004  Mikhail Gorbachev  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Joyce Mack  
   Doctor of Laws  

2005  Brian Lee Greenspun  
   Doctor of Laws  

2006  Miriam Adelson  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Carolyn G. Goodman  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Gary Loveman  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Robert L. Mendenhall  
   Doctor of Laws  

2007  Regent Thalia Dondero  
   Doctor of Laws  

2008  Andre Agassi  
   Doctor of Laws  

2009  Kirk Kerkorian  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Irwin Molasky  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2010  Kenny C. Guinn (posthumously)  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Sarann Knight Preddy  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Edward J. Ted Quirk  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2011  Kagemasa Kozuki  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2012  Joseph W. Brown  
   Doctor of Laws  
   Guy Fieri  
   Doctor of Laws  

2013  James Christian  
   “Jimmy” Kimmel  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Samuel S. Lionel  
   Doctor of Laws  

2014  Fred B. Cox  
   Doctor of Science  
   Carol C. Harter  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2015  Diana Bennett  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2017  Theodore B. Lee  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2018  Sheldon Adelson  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Ruby Duncan  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2020  Sam Lieberman  
   (posthumously)  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Harry Reid  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  

2022  Ann-Margret  
   Doctor of Humane Letters  
   Sigmund “Sig” Rogich  
   Doctor of Humane Letters
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Award Recipient(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Robert B. Griffith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Archie C. Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Albert E. Cahan and A. L. Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Roger T. Foley and J. Kell Houssels Sr., Bertha Ronzone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Cyril D. Bastian, Harriet G. Spann, Clare W. Woodbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>George E. Franklin Sr. and Reed Whipple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Leonard R. Fayle, Harriett G. Spann, Clare W. Woodbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Cyril D. Bastian, Harriet G. Spann, Clare W. Woodbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>James Cashman Jr. and Juanita Greer White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>James I. Gibson, Paul D. McDermott (posthumously), Mary L. Wootishek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Alan Bible and John F. Cahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>E. Parry Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Monsignor Thomas F. Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Elton M. Garrett, Oran Gragson, Mabel W. Hoggard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>William W. Morris and William Peccole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>B. Mahlon Brown, Addeliar Dell Guy, Artemus W. Ham Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Ruthe Deskin and William V. Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Marjorie A. Barrick, Eileen Brookman, Irwin Molasky, Thomas T. Beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>No award given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Bob Brown (posthumously), Rosemary K. Clarke, William G. Flangas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>William Boyd, Donald M. Clark, Fred Gibson Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Florence Lee Jones Cahan (posthumously), John Moran, J. A. Tiberti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Daniel F. Byron, Charlotte Hill, John H. Midby, Vassili Sulich, Joe Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Carolyn G. Goodman, Philip G. Satre, Fred W. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Reverend John J. McVeigh, Claudine Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Arturo Cambeiro (posthumously), R. Guild Gray, Barbara Greenspun, C. Kitty Rodman, Eugene R. Warner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Jerome Blankinship, William T. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Robert T. Bigelow, Jack Cason, Thalia Dondero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>William Bennett, James Cashman II (posthumously), Christina Hixson, Grant Sawyer (posthumously)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Donna Jo Andress, Robert Broadbent, Dr. Jerry Cade, Paul Christensen, Brian Greenspun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Ruby Duncan, Wing and Lilly Fong, Jean Ford, Sandy Miller, Rafael Vega, Melvin Wolzinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Patricia Mulroy, Milton I. Schwartz, Stephen Wynn, Elaine Wynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Alice Turner, William Vassiliadis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Elias Ghanem, Wayne Newton, Anthony Saville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>J. Terrence Lanni, William U. Pearson, James and Alice Smalley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Tony Alamo Sr., William E. Martin, Donald D. Snyder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Siegfried Fischbacher and Roy Horn, Madison B. Graves II, M. Kent &quot;Tim&quot; Hafen, Michael Kinnaird, Glen Schaeffer, Jerry Tarkanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Franny Forsman, Jerry Keller, Joseph M. Neal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Leonard E. Goodall, Marie E. Stever Daly McMillan, Kevin Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Ralph L. Denton, Sara P. Denton, Philip J. Kohn, Esq., Paul C. Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Michael Gaughn, Cathy Ray, Edward D. Smith, Bruce L. Woodbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Rossi Ralenkotter, Jackie Robinson, Larry Ruvo, Linda Smith, Alden Levi Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Sheldon and Miriam Adelson 2010, Jerry Bussell, James &quot;Bucky&quot; Buchanan II (posthumously), Rev. Caesar J. Caviglia, James Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Theron and Naomi Goynes, Anna Lou Call Peterson, Genevieve Segerblom, Richard Bryan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISTINGUISHED NEVADAN AWARDS 1964 TO PRESENT (CONTINUED)

2012
Carl Christensen
Michael Goldberg (posthumously)
Pat Lundall
Bob Miller
Rachakonda Prabhu

2013
William "Bob" & Anna L. Bailey
Robert D. Faiss
Pastor Paul Goulet

2014
Monte & Susan Miller
Raymond Rawson
Michael & Sonja Saltman
Robert Schofield, Jr.
Carolyn Sparks
Bret Whipple

2015
James Bilbray
Robert & Sandra Ellis
Gus "Billy" Flangas
Gard & Florence Jameson
Anthony & Diane Pollard

2016
Fred Albrecht (posthumously)
Mark Alden
Amy S. Ayoub
Shelley Berkley
Bill D. Brady
Nick M. Spirtos

2017
Robert Fowler
Mary E. Hausch

2018
Jackie Brantley
Jay Coates
John Crear and Barbara Crear (posthumously)
Rosemarie Hartle (posthumously) and Kirk Hartle
Edward J. Quirk
Randolph Townsend

2019
Miriam Shearing
Stephen P. Shearing (posthumously)
Tony Sanchez III
Cliff and Donna Findlay

2020
Selma F. Bartlett
Michael A. Cherry
Oscar Goodman
Sam Lieberman (posthumously)
Harry Reid
Robert Stoldal

2021
Jan Jones Blackhurst
Hannah M. Brown
William McCurdy Sr.

2022
Mark Hall-Patton

PRESIDENT'S MEDAL

1996
Kenny Guinn

1997
Carolyn M. Sparks

1998
Kitty Rodman

1999
Lucille S. Rogers
Harry Reid

2000
Bonnie Bryan
Joseph Crowley
Dema Guinn
Bill Raggio
Donald D. Snyder
Dina Titus

2001
Morse Arberry Jr.
Shelley Berkley
Jay H. Brown
Joseph E. Dini Jr.
Franny Forisman
Philip M. Pro
Landra Reid
Larry Ruvo

2002
Selma F. Bartlett
Joyce Mack
Joseph M. Neal
J.A. Tiberti
Claudine Williams

2003
A. Somer Hollingsworth IV
Kenneth G. Ladd
Nevada Development Authority
Michael A. Saltman
Sonja Saltman

2004
Lynn M. Bennett
Carlos A. Garcia
Jane Nichols
John Robinson

2005
City of Las Vegas
Oscar Goodman
Thom Reilly
Bobby Siller
Andrew B. "Drew" Willison

2006
Gasper Lazzara
Edward J. Quirk
Hal K. Rothman
Deborah Faiman-Shoofey
Daniel C. Van Epp

2009
Mark Alden

2010
Madison B. Graves (posthumously)

2012
Fred C. Albrecht

2013
Jim Rogers

2014
Chris Giunchigliani

2015
John H. Midby (posthumously)

2020
Jerry Cade

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR AWARD

1987
Sheilagh Brooks

1988
James Deacon

1989
Marie-France Hilgar

1990
Mohamed Yousef

1991
Maurice A. Finocchiaro

1995
Lawrence Golding

1996
Darlene H. Unrue

1998
Catherine Bellver

1998
Joseph McCullough

2000
Virko Baley

2002
Martha Knack
Mark Weinstein

2003
Joseph A. Fry

2004
Robert Boehm

2006
Hal K. Rothman

2008
Thomas C. Wright

2010
Alan Simmons

2011
Christopher Kearney

2012
Dennis Lindle

2018
Kwang Kim
Debra Martin
Gabriele Wulf
UNLV Commencement Committee

Tony Allen
Michele Anderson
Michelle Bruner
Valarie Burke, Graduate College
Rosita Chapman
Kevin Coburn, Thomas & Mack
Trey Curtis-Brown
Sam Fugazzotto, Chair
Alan Garcia
Katy Griffin
Lawrence Henley, Creative Director

Michael Newcomb, Thomas & Mack
Jeff Orgera
Tamara Parsons
William Robinson
Ryan Romero
Chloe St. George
Cheryl Tillotson, Director of Seating
Frederick Tredup
Ariana Turiansky
Ashley Weckesser

Seating Committee

Daniel Abeleda
Maria Aladjova
Melissa Barrera
Afsha Bawany
Kristie Berthlotte
Christopher Edwards
Ariana Garcia
Robin Grove
Cody Grunwald
Tyler Hanson
Carlene Hart
Julie Johnson

Marie Jones
Vaune Kadiukek
Leann Karr
Rameesha Kazi
Amy Leonard
Erik McCaleb
Jonathan McKenzie
Kevin McVay
Jeremy Meronuck
Eric Michael
Christina Molina
Sal Mora

Lea Morales
Monica Moreno
Lance Nelson
Jess Ogens
Chris Parker
Debbie Pattni
Kaliya Rush
Melissa Sales
Rex Suba
Tony Terrell
Janelle Yasukochi

Pre-Commencement videos were prepared by journalism students in the Hank Greenspun School of Journalism and Media Studies.

Flowers and greens provided by English Garden Florist

Published jointly by Integrated Graphics Services and Academic Affairs
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Proud of your grad? Tweet congrats to

#UNLVGrad

Land Acknowledgement Statement

The University of Nevada, Las Vegas wishes to acknowledge and honor the Indigenous communities of this region, and recognize that the university is situated on the traditional homelands of the Nuwuvi, Southern Paiute People. We offer gratitude for the land itself, for those who have stewarded it for generations, and for the opportunity to study, learn, work, and be in community with this land. We encourage everyone in this space to engage in continued learning about the Indigenous peoples who work and live on this land since time immemorial, including the Las Vegas Paiute Tribe and the Moapa Band of Paiutes, and about the historical and present realities of colonialism. As one of the most diverse universities in the United States, UNLV believes it is important to recognize and appreciate the use of Southern Paiute land as part of its mission to be a welcoming and inclusive place for working and learning.

What is the purpose of a Land Acknowledgement?

A land acknowledgement recognizes and respects the relationship that exists between Indigenous Peoples and their ancestral and contemporary territories. Additionally, land acknowledgements provide us with the opportunity to explore the impacts of colonization and systems of oppression on Indigenous Peoples. Land acknowledgements do not exist in a historical context or past tense. It is vital to understand the long-standing history that brought us to reside on the land, and to seek to understand our place within that history. Colonialism is a current, ongoing process, and we need to build our mindfulness and understanding of our present participation.
Dear Class of 2022,

On behalf of the UNLV Alumni Association congratulations and best wishes! We celebrate your successes with you and are incredibly proud of the accomplishments you have already achieved as students. We know you will continue on that path of greatness, and as you embark upon and progress through your careers, we urge you always to remember why you chose your respective field and the sacrifices you endured to make it happen.

#RebelsMakeItHappen

We have no doubt you will serve as notable ambassadors for your alma mater by continuing to build upon its reputation for excellence.

Through our Rebels Forever program, all UNLV Alumni have access to numerous benefits and services, including Career Services, Rebel Alumni Email, events, special deals, discounts, and more! We are pleased to welcome you into the Rebels Forever Family as graduates. To learn more, be sure to visit and bookmark unlv.edu/rebelsforever.

We also ask that you always remember your college or school, former professors, and fellow and future Rebels in the coming years. We encourage you to engage with and give back to the university by supporting activities, programs, and scholarships, and keeping us updated on the many achievements you will experience in your careers and personal lives.

On behalf of the over 140,000 UNLV alumni, welcome to the Rebels Forever Family! We are committed to supporting you as Rebel Alumni and fostering a vibrant, lifelong relationship between you and UNLV.

With Rebel Pride,

Gabrielle Angle ’10
President, UNLV Alumni Association

Blake Douglas
Executive Director, UNLV Alumni Association
Associate Vice President, Alumni Engagement